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Abstract
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Managers of National Forests are faced with many challenges related to the growing use
of mountain bikes. To determine the issues and management actions associated with this
growth, USDA Forest Service managers from across the United States were surveyed.
Managers from at least two National Forests from every Region (except Alaska) reported
annual use of trails by 10,000 or more mountain bike riders. On the basis of this use,
managers reported concerns and impacts related to the natural resources (degradation of
trails, wilderness), social institutions (safety, education), and social policy (planning, legal
claims); and offered management actions for resolving these problems.
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M ountain bike riding on National Forests is a relatively new and
growing activity. To determine the potential management issues

associated with this sport, a national survey of USDA Forest Service resource
managers was conducted. Responses were received from 90 National Forests.

The objectives of the research were to describe the amount of mountain
bike riding on National Forests throughout the United States; determine the
level of planning currently used by Forest Service managers to deal with
issues related to mountain bike use; and examine management issues and
actions related to mountain bike use of National Forests including resource
damage, user conflicts, safety, and accidents.

Responses were received from every region of the National Forest System
and almost all of them reported mountain bike activity (98 percent). At least
two National Forests from every region (except Region 10 [the Alaska Region])
reported use of greater than 10,000 mountain bike riders per year. Estimated
use varied greatly and ranged from 50 riders to 376,000 riders annually. Half the
Forests reported 4,500 or fewer mountain bike riders annually while another 25
percent reported between 15,000 and 376,000 mountain bike riders annually.

Slightly more than half (53 percent) of the Forests responding to the
survey had provisions for mountain bike riding in their Forest plans. Ten
percent of those responding to the survey reported the management of
mountain bike use as one of the highest priority issues on their forest.

A general question about concerns related to mountain bike use showed
that of most concern to the Forests were the effects on natural resources (42
percent), conflicts with other user groups (34 percent), safety concerns (13
percent), illegal use in designated wilderness (13 percent), and the growth of
the sport (12 percent).

Forest managers were also asked about specific problems related to
mountain bike use including reports of user conflicts (70 percent had observed
or received reports), safety issues (59 percent), resource damage (58 percent),
and accidents (48 percent) as well as management actions they had used for
these problems. The management actions were grouped into several
categories, such as providing information to users; interacting personally
with the user groups either directly or through partnerships; promoting user
ethics; and maintaining the trails.

Many additional research studies are needed. Topics include the value of
bike patrols and partnerships for alleviating conflict or resource damage; trail
construction that can alleviate damage problems; mountain biking
interactions with community development; and if displacement of trail users
is an issue. A comparable survey of Forest Service and USDI Bureau of Land
Management and National Park Service resource managers is also needed.

iii
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The use of mountain bikes on Forest Service trails and roads is a rapidly
expanding recreational activity throughout the United States. Statistics

about the growth of the sport in the general population indicate surging
use (Sporting Goods Manufacturing Association 1991), expanding sales
(Keller 1990), and increasing use of mountain bikes off-road (Brown 1988).
A 1993 study of use  on six National Forests (Hollenhorst and others 1993)
indicated that mountain bike riders are also using National Forests for
organized events.

A 1993 telephone survey of 40 recreation officers from the USDA Forest
Service and USDI Bureau of Land Management (BLM) indicated that use of
mountain bikes on Federal lands was increasing and that management of
such use was a concern (Chavez and others 1993). A 1991 study of mountain
bike use within National Parks indicated several areas of concern to
resource managers including damage to natural resources, conflicts
between user groups, and safety issues (Tilmant 1991). These major issues
were similar to those found by Chavez and others (1993) for Forest Service
and BLM managers.

Damage to natural resources was a major concern for resource managers
(Chavez and others 1993, Tilmant 1991). More than one-third of the managers
from both studies indicated that increasing use had caused resource damage,
but that they could not discern whether damage was specifically because of
mountain bike use.

Studies by Chase (1987), Chavez and others (1993), Jacoby (1990), Tilmant
(1991), Viehman (1990), and Watson and others (1991) found that conflict
related to mountain bike use was an important issue to various forest users.
Mountain bike riders were seen as interlopers on trails that had previously
been used by hikers and equestrian groups. Watson and others (1991) found
evidence of asymmetrical conflict: although one-quarter of the mountain
bike riders viewed hikers as a problem, almost two-thirds of the hikers
viewed mountain bikers as the problem. Tilmant (1991) found that hiker
complaints about mountain bike riders included esthetics, personal beliefs,
and desire for solitude, and equestrian groups raised concerns related to
safety issues. Mountain bike safety issues such as speed, rider behavior, and
trail conditions (Moore 1994, Pettit and Pontes 1987, Tilmant 1991) have been
considered priority challenges facing trail managers.

To analyze the impact of technological advances on resource management,
a research project consisting of several studies was designed that included a
study on mountain bike use on Federal recreation lands. Several facets of this
use were examined, such as the users, their specific trail needs, and
management perceptions of use. Descriptions of mountain bike riders and
resource manager perceptions were previously studied by Hollenhorst and
others (1993) and Chavez and others (1993). Other studies in this project
examined use of specific trails to assist in the management of those areas
(Blahna and others 1995, Chavez 1993), and surveyed current members of the
International Mountain Biking Association (Hollenhorst and others 1995).

This study is a continuation of a National Park Service study by
Tilmant (1991) that examined mountain biking on a national scale, the
level of planning by resource managers, management issues as described
by resource managers, and the management actions that address resource
damage used by National Forest resource managers compared to those
used by National Park Service managers.

Introduction

By being proactive with the

development of mountain bike

riding trails and routes rather

than reactive we have so far

avoided resource damage and

user conflict issues seen else-

where. At the same time

excellent recreational opport-

unities have been provided for

the largest and fastest grow-

i n g  g r oup  o f  o u t - d oo r

recreationists in the U.S.—

mountain bike riders. This

proactive approach has also

had the added benefit of cre-

ating a positive attitude and

working relationship between

the Forest Service and cyclists

rather than one of conflict  and

confrontation.

 -Intermountain Region
respondent
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With the assistance of Lyle Laverty and Steve Deitemeyer of the USDA Forest
Service’s Recreation Staff, the Acting Chief of the Forest Service, David
Unger, in late 1993 sent a letter to all the Regional Foresters  describing the
goals of the study and requested they send the letter and a questionnaire, via
electronic mail, to each National Forest in their Region. Each National Forest
was asked to respond to the survey regardless of the extent of mountain bike
use on the Forest. Responses were requested by the end of the calendar year
and were to be mailed either via hard copy mail or electronically to me.

Most respondents sent in Forest-level responses while others replied by
Ranger District. If at least half of the Districts replied, then their data were
aggregated for inclusion in the data set—a combined response categorized
as Forest-level. Replies from fewer than half the districts resulted in that
Forest being excluded from the survey. All responses reported here are
Forest-level (appendix A).

Because of the complex nature of requesting survey responses through
many layers of the National Forest System, only one request was sent.
Responses were received from 90 National Forests (58 percent response rate).

The Statistical Analysis System for personal computers, edition 6.03, was
used to analyze the survey data.

Survey Questionnaire

The survey questionnaire  (appendix B) was based on the 1990 survey of
National Park Service managers conducted by James Tilmant containing
objectives similar to the current study. A major difference between
Tilmant’s work and this study was the addition of questions regarding
management actions related to the issues of resource damage, user conflicts,
safety, and accidents.

The amount of mountain bike riding that occurs on National Forests
throughout the United States was measured by two questions: if mountain
bike activity occurred on Forests and the estimated number of mountain bike
riders annually.

The level of planning currently used by Forest Service managers to deal
with issues related to mountain bike use was measured by 14 questions on
topics such as the types of requests (use of closed roads, wilderness use, races);
numbers of requests in the past year; whether concessionaires or nearby
businesses rented mountain bikes and number of those types of businesses on or
near the forest; whether the Forest plan had provisions for mountain bike use;
and whether management of mountain bike use was ranked as the highest four
or five issues on the Forest.

Management issues and actions related to mountain bike use of National
Forests were measured by 13 questions including: whether the Forest managers
considered control of mountain bike use a forest resource management concern,
and why; if Forest managers observed or received reports of mountain bike use
on closed roads or trails limited to foot traffic and, if so, how many in the past
year; if Forest managers had observed or received reports of mountain bike
accidents and, if so, the methods used to prevent accidents; if Forest managers
had seen evidence of resource damage from mountain bikes, descriptions of
that evidence, and the methods used to prevent damage; if Forest managers
had observed or received reports of user conflicts, descriptions of them, and
the methods used to prevent user conflicts; and, if Forest managers had
observed or received any reports of safety problems, summaries of the number
reported, and descriptions of the methods used to prevent safety problems.

Methods

The area and adjacent BLM

lands have some excellent

mountain biking opportun-

ities.There are some local riders

that make extensive use of the

forest but we do not have many

people visiting from outside the

area to ride. Use is growing

with more advertising by local

tourism boards, the availability

of some brochures, and visits

by people to attend races. The

forest needs to pay more atten-

t ion to mounta in b ik ing

because it will be a larger part

of our road and trail use.

-Rocky Mountain Region
respondent
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Some Forest background information was also requested. These questions
asked for the approximate number of miles of paved road open to bicycle use,
paved road closed to bicycle use, unpaved road open to bicycle use, unpaved
road closed to bicycle use, hiking trails overall and hiking trails open to
bicycle use, specially constructed bike paths, and for forests with designated
wilderness, the number of miles of trails within wilderness. Finally, Forest
managers were asked to add any additional comments on management
issues or other concerns related to mountain bike riding on their forest
(appendix C).

Forest Background Information

The survey questionnaire provided information about the number of miles
of trails on a National Forest that were open or closed to bicycle use (table 1).
The results showed about 48 miles of paved road, 1,300 miles of unpaved
roads, and 177 miles of hiking trails open to bicycle use. Also, 82 percent of
the Forests responding to the survey had designated wilderness; number of
miles of wilderness trails varied from none to 1,188.

Level of Activity

Responses about annual mountain bike use were received from every region
of the National Forest System (appendix D). At least two National Forests
from every region (except Region 10, the Alaska Region) reported use of
greater than 10,000 mountain bike riders per year:

Region Name/Number National Forest

Northern—1 Gallatin
Idaho Panhandle
Lolo

Rocky Mountain—2 Routt
Grand Mesa

Southwestern—3 Apache/Sitgreaves
Carson

Table 1—Number of miles of trails and roads open or closed to bicycle use of all National Forests
replying to survey questionnaire

Road condition Miles
n Min. Max. Median1 Mean2 SD3

Paved road open to bicycle use 75 0 3300 48 209 506
Paved road closed to bicycle use 82 0 30 <1 1 5
Unpaved road open to bicycle use 80 30 8039 1284 2036 1822
Unpaved road closed to bicycle use 82 0 2427 <1 60 287
Hiking trails (overall) 85 6 8012 400 756 1003
Hiking trails open to bicycle use 84 0 7912 177 476 929
Specially constructed bike paths 79 0 60 <1 4 10

1The point that divides the distribution into two parts such that an equal number of scores fall
above and below that point.

2Average number of miles. The mean may not be a useful statistic because of the large variation
of responses as noted in the standard deviations.

3Standard deviation

continued

Results
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(Southwestern—3, continued) Cibola
Coconino
Coronado

Intermountain—4 Sawtooth
Toiyabe
Wasatch-Cache

Pacific Southwest—5 Inyo
Lake Tahoe Basin Mgmt Unit
San Bernardino
Sequoia
Shasta-Trinity
Stanislaus

Pacific Northwest—6 Okanogan
Umpqua
Wenatchee

Southern—8 Apalachicola
Jefferson
Nantahala
Pisgah
George Washington

Eastern—9 Allegheny
Green Mountain
Mark Twain
Monongahela
Shawnee

The National Forests receiving the highest amount of use were those that
reported more than 10,000 mountain bike riders annually and had at least 20
riders per mile of trail (for trails available for mountain bike use) (table 2).
Highest use was found in several regions that included the Inyo, Wasatch-
Cache, and Allegheny National Forests (appendix E).

Nearly all of the Forests reported having mountain bike activity (98
percent). Estimated use varied greatly and ranged from 50 riders to 376,000
riders annually. The average was 21,302; however, the extremely large standard
deviation (sd = 48,558) indicates the average is probably not a useful measure.

About one-quarter of the Forests reported 850 or fewer mountain bike
riders annually, another one-quarter reported having 851 to 4,500 mountain
bike riders annually. Another one-quarter of the Forests reported having 4,501
to 15,000 riders annually. The remaining Forests reported between 15,001 and
376,000 mountain bike riders annually. Thus, only about one-quarter of the
Forests receive a high amount of use.

Planning

The Forest managers were asked if their forest plan provided for mountain
bike trails or opportunities. Slightly more than half (53 percent) of the Forests
responding to the survey had such provisions; 10 percent reported the
management of mountain bike use as one of the top four or five issues on
their Forest.

Data obtained about mountain bike use on closed roads or trails limited to
foot traffic, use of wilderness, and for races and rallies indicate that Forests are
receiving these requests from mountain bike riders ( table 3); despite that, the
number of requests made to the forests varies greatly.

This is without a doubt one  of

the fastest growing uses that

the Forests are seeing and must

be addressed. Inconsistent or

lack of direction in the manage-

ment and maintenance is the

issue. An industry-wide effort to

educate the user to proper trail

etiquette might be applied

through the retail sales outlets.

-Intermountain Region
respondent

Region Name/Number National Forest
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More than one-third (36 percent) of the Forests have encountered
problems with commercially advertised or sponsored bike tours coming to
the Forest without permits. Almost three-quarters (72 percent) of the Forests
have concessionaires or nearby businesses that rent mountain bikes for use
on the Forest.

Management Concerns

Forest managers were asked if they consider control of mountain bike use
a forest resource management concern and why. Almost 7 of 10 (69 percent)
responded that they regarded it as a natural resources related issue (72 percent),
social issue (37 percent), social structural issue (28 percent), and a policy/
planning issue (13 percent). Multiple responses were allowed for this question:

Issue Concerns_____________________________________________________________
Natural Resources Effects on natural resources

(n = 67) Degradation of trails
Use of designated wilderness

Social Conflict with other users
(n=33) Managers must referee conflicts

Coordinating groups for multiple trail use

Social Structure Safety issues
(n = 25) Sport is growing

Need to educate mountain bike riders
Need to provide signing

Policy/Planning Need to plan better for use
(n = 12) Lack of personnel for mountain bike needs

Legal/tort claims

Use is increasing and manage-

ment needs to be geared

towards anticipating, planning

for, and controlling use in the

future years. We have seen

what has happened in another

area and although we do not

have the same terrain, we need

to plan for the future of bicycle

use on a county-wide (not just

forest) or BLM basis.

 -Intermountain Region
respondent

Table 2—Average number of riders per mile for National Forests reporting more than 10,000
mountain bike riders

Combined Average
number Number number riders

National Forest Region of miles of riders per mile

Inyo 5 3,835 376,000 98.04
Wasatch-Cache 4 1,690 125,000 73.96
Allegheny 9 1,293 122,000 94.35
Sawtooth 4 3,710 87,000 23.45
Coronado 3 2,600 55,000 21.15
Routt 2 2,457 54,000 21.98
Pisgah 8 801 53,200 66.42
Monongahela 9 868 40,000 46.08
Lake Tahoe Basin Mgmt Unit 5 320 18,000 71.20
Mark Twain 9 448 11,400 25.45
Green Mountain 9 177 11,350 64.12

Table 3—Types of requests from mountain bike riders for special use of forests

Forests  Number of requests
Requests n Pct Yes Min. Max. Mean SD

Use of closed roads or trails
  limited to foot use 90 63 0 1020 79 167
Use within wilderness 90 47 0 180 25 40
Races or rallies 90 71 0 15 4 3

Mountain bike riding/touring is

becoming increasingly popular

on National Forest Lands. This

is a type of recreational use

that we  should work to accom-

modate in a way that will satisfy

users, yet protect the resources

and other forest users.

-Pacific Southwest
Region respondent
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In addition to handling requests for using mountain bikes on closed roads or
trails limited to foot traffic, 77 percent of the Forests reported that their staffs had
observed or received reports about such use. Once again, the responses varied
greatly from 1 observation or report to 500 for the past year.

Resource Damage

Forest managers were asked if they had seen any evidence of resource damage
from mountain bike use. More than one-half (58 percent) of the Forests
reported seeing evidence of resource damage from mountain bike use. Only 2
percent reported that they could not tell whether resource degradation was
attributable to hikers, horses, livestock, motorcycles, all-terrain vehicles, 4-
wheel drive vehicles, or mountain bike use. The most common types of
resource degradation included trail impacts (48 percent), soil impacts (36
percent), and water related impacts (27 percent). Multiple responses were
allowed for this query:

Evidence of Resource Damage
Resource Damage

__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Trail (n = 43) Widening
Braiding
Rutting
Shortcuts
Switchbacks
User-created trails

Soil (n = 32) Erosion from skidding
and narrow tire tracks
Compaction

Water (n=24) Wet trail riding
Siltation damage
Tread damage
Damage to drainage structures,
and banks on stream crossings

Vegetation (n = 5)
Ethics (n = 1) Litter at mountain bike campsites

Vandalism

Forest managers were asked, in an open-ended question, the methods
they use to prevent resource damage caused by mountain bike use. The
methods were categorized as information/education (69 percent), resource
hardening (56 percent), cooperation (39 percent), and visitor restrictions (30
percent). Multiple responses were allowed for this query:

Category Resource damage prevention
________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Information/Education Posters/signs
(n = 62) Tread Lightly

Low impact mountain biking
User ethics
Etiquette
Public service announcements
Brochures
Local newspaper articles
Maps
Educational materials

As we allow different uses of

trails we need to assess the

impacts and be ready to miti-

gate resource damage. This has

not happened with bike use.

There is significant use and

damage occurring with little

extra maintenance dollars to

deal with.

-Pacific Northwest
Region respondent

continued

The sport is growing and we

need to be educating users re-

garding their impacts on the

land and  their responsibilities

as riders. I’d like to see each

forest develop a publication

regarding riding opportunities,

Tread Lightly stuff, rider re-

sponsibilities, etc.

-Intermountain Region
respondent
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Resource Hardening Water bars (belted)
(n = 50) Flip-over water bars (conveyor belt and

treated timber)
Drain dips
Small culverts
Low bridges
Boardwalks
Footbridges
Stream coverings reinforced with rocks
Turnpiking (elevate trail above the water
table)
Trail monitoring
Trail reconstruction
Good trail design
Hardening of trail surface
Gravel on trails
Grades reduced
Step and run plank installation

Cooperation Involvement with managers
(n = 35) Citizen task force

Local bike club meetings
Local and state bike groups
Adopt-a-trail program
Maintain trails with local groups and
volunteers
Partnerships
Personal contacts

Visitor Restrictions Close or limit use
(n = 27) Mountain bike volunteer

Limit use to old timber roads
Seasonal closures
Relocate or designate bike trails
Violation notices
Organized events that do trail maintenance
Provisions for special use permits
Non-issuance of outfitter/guide/event
permits
Users ride in dispersed patterns

User Conflicts

Forest managers were asked if they had observed or received reports of user
conflicts; 7 in 10 Forest managers (70 percent) reported that they had. Many
reported the problem was between mountain bikers and equestrian groups
(41 percent), or between mountain bikers and hikers (31 percent). Another 21
percent reported that the mountain bike rider was the problem (for example,
mountain bike riders’ speed). Others reported or observed that hikers or
equestrian group members were the problem (not the mountain bike riders;
11 percent). Other conflicts reported were between mountain bike riders and
motorized groups (all-terrain vehicles, off-highway vehicles; 10 percent),
and conflicts between mountain bike riders and pack animal groups (4
percent). Additional conflicts were reported between mountain bike riders
and the natural resources (wildlife, vegetation; 7 percent).

Forest managers were asked, in an open-ended question, the methods
they use to prevent user conflicts. The methods were categorized into

Category Resource damage prevention
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information/education (63 percent), cooperation (27 percent), visitor
restrictions (17 percent), and resource hardening (7 percent).

Category User conflict prevention
______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Information/Education Safety
(n= 57) Multiple use

Brochures
Maps
Trail descriptions
Posters
Bulletin boards
Signs
International Mountain Biking
Association triangle
Ethics
Etiquette
Tread Lightly
Low impact

Cooperation Personal interactions
(n = 24) Volunteer patrols

Partner with different groups
Committees with different groups
Mountain bike shops with rules and
regulations

Visitor Restrictions Separate user groups
(n = 16) Separate trails

Alternate use between user groups
Redirect bike use to other trails
Law enforcement
Non-issuance of permits for events

Resource Hardening Change trail to meet needs
(n = 6) Shorter loops for hikers, longer for bikes

Upgrade trails

Safety

Forest managers were asked if they had observed or received any reports of
safety problems related to mountain bike riding. Most Forests (59 percent)
observed or reported safety problems related to mountain bike use. Those
issues were related to excessive speed of the mountain bikes (39 percent).
Other problem areas were safety related to pack animal groups (14 percent),
mountain bikes that were too quiet (9 percent), and bikers who were too
careless around vehicles (8 percent).

Forest managers, in open-ended question, were asked the methods they
used to prevent safety problems caused by mountain bike use. Forest
responses were categorized into information/education (58 percent),
cooperation (17 percent), visitor restrictions (12 percent), and resource
hardening (8 percent). Multiple responses were allowed for this query.

The issue of horseback riders

sharing trails with mountain

bikers recently surfaced when

the National Recreation Area

sent out a scoping letter to get

input about an application for

a commercial mountain bike

outfitter and guide service. To

their surprise, the horseback

community organized and sent

a strong message to the Forest

Service that they did not want

to share trails with mountain

bikers. One of their primary

concerns was that they would

eventually lose trail riding op-

portunities to mountain bikes.

Their other concern centers

around safety and the fact that

many horses spook at the sight

of mountain bikes. They are

currently in the middle of a

public involvement process to

reach a mutual understanding

between the two groups as to

which trails, if any, will be set

aside for single-use.

-Southern Region
respondent

Mountain bikers really do not

understand the conflict with

horseback riders.

-Pacific Southwest
Region respondent
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Category User safety tools
________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Information/Education Safety rules
(n = 52) Multiple use

Brochures
Maps
Trail descriptions
Newspaper articles
Club newsletters
Signs with appropriate use
Ethics
Etiquette
Tread Lightly
Low impact

Cooperation Personal contacts
(n = 15) Partnerships

Workshops

Visitor Restrictions Separate trails
(n = 11) Enforcement contacts

Non-issuance of special use permits

Resource Hardening Wider turnouts
(n = 7) Rubber belting on water bars

Accidents

Forest managers were asked if they had observed or received any reports of
mountain bike accidents; about half of the Forests (48 percent) had observed
or received reports of mountain bike accidents. Forest managers were asked,
in an open-ended question, the methods they use to prevent accidents caused
by mountain bike use. Methods used to prevent accidents were categorized
into information/education (42 percent), resource hardening (12 percent),
cooperation (7 percent), and visitor restrictions (2 percent). Multiple responses
were allowed for this query.

Category Mountain bike accident prevention
__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Information/Education Information about safety
(n = 38) Brochure about safety tips

Brochures
Public service announcements
Newspaper articles
Signs/posters
Specific trail information
Ability level recommended
Safety signs (e.g., control speed)
Signs for allowed use on trails
Educate users about safety
Etiquette pamphlet
Ethics/etiquette information

The wildlife community is be-

ginning to express concerns

about  bike use on closed roads

maintained as linear strip wild-

life openings. This concern can

be partly resolved by better

coordination when selecting

roads to be used as strip open-

ings or riding opportunities.

There is more and more com-

petition for a limited land base.

-Southern Region
respondent

continued

We believe our Ranger District

has perhaps the most intense

mountain bike use of any For-

est in our region. The resource

damage and public safety is-

sues are of high concern. In

addition, the use patterns indi-

cate that mountain bike use is

increasing at a dramatic rate.

It is evident that the District

needs to commit funding and

personnel to manage this ever

increasing recreation activity.

-Pacific Southwest
Region responden
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Resource Hardening Trail maintenance
(n = 11) Trail design

Cooperation Partner with local businesses
(n = 6) to convey ethics

Personal contact with users
Rider input about trail maintenance
Trail safety evaluation form
Work with clubs

Visitor Restrictions Permittees must have safety plans
(n = 2) Road closures during events

Separate use

Other Forest Manager Comments

The last section of the questionnaire asked Forest managers to add any
comments on management issues or other concerns they may have related to
mountain bike riding on their forest. Of the 58 Forest managers who
responded, 16 mentioned the problem areas examined in the survey (user
conflicts, resource damage, safety, and accidents), and 29 mentioned the
management actions related to cooperation, informaºtion/education, visitor
restrictions, and resource hardening. Three Forest managers mentioned
wilderness trespass as problematic. About half of the 58 Forest managers
noted that mountain biking is a growth sport. Several mentioned the problem
of budget allocations that did not allow for personnel, facilities, and
maintenance of the resource; a tight budget and growing use may be
problematic for the Forest managers.

Mountain bike riding is one of many technological advances that land
managers must address. Studies about mountain bike use are important for
several reasons: it is a fairly new use of Federal lands; we expect the use to
continue and perhaps even increase; what we learn about mountain bike use
may assist us in preparing for future technological advances; and finally,
documentation is needed so that as growth continues, other managers can
have guidelines to respond to this use.

The Forest managers responding to this study identified several major
issues of concern, such as the effects of the trail users on natural resources,
conflicts with other user groups, safety concerns, use of designated wilderness
for riding, and the rapid growth of the sport. The survey queried in depth the
effects on the natural resources, user group conflicts, and safety concerns. To
that end the research identified the major issues for the forest managers and
methods for effectively dealing with the growth of the sport. The study did
not look in-depth at the issue of use of designated wilderness. The Forest
Service and National Park Service must prohibit mountain bike travel on
wilderness trails in accordance with the Wilderness Act of 1964 (16 U.S.C.
1131-1136).

Management Implications

Results from this study suggest some planning directions for National Forest
resource managers:

•Managers need to include provisions for mountain bike use in

Mountain biking, and all the

associated issues, is an emerg-

ing topic on the the Forest. We

have probably the next to larg-

est use in the region. We

recognize the need to address

user conflict, trail standards,

etc. sometime in the not too

distant future—but have not

done anything proactive to

date. We  have worked with

local bike clubs/shops to pro-

duce maps of popular routes

and address safety issues in

that publication.

-Northern Region
respondent

Conclusions

There is a tremendous differ-

ence in the level of experience

that users are seeking. Some

want to ride on very primitive

trails with a high level of risk

and some folks prefer the very

easy trails that are hard sur-

Category Mountain bike accident prevention
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Forest plans
•Managers need to develop policies for responding to the types of

requests often received.

Forest responses indicated that managers can expect to get requests to
use mountain bikes on mountain wilderness, closed roads, foot trails, and
requests for races and rallies. Forest and District level policies are needed to
help guide these decisions, and forest managers should be prepared to deal
with concessionaires or nearby businesses that cater to mountain bike riders.

Results of this study indicate that mountain bike use is associated with
potential problems, most importantly:

•Impacts on natural resources
•User conflict
•Safety issues.

Management actions to address the issues presented here are from forest
managers. The actions can be grouped into these categories:

•Information/education
•Personal interaction/cooperation/partnerships
•Resource hardening and maintenance
•Use restriction and enforcement.

These actions, which represent the skills and knowledge of current forest
managers, appear to be the appropriate ones for each problem area. For
example, trail maintenance is a reasonable way to deal with safety and
accident problems, and information and personal interaction are the most
reasonable tools for dealing with conflict issues. This document may serve as
a guide to managers for identifying management actions to address issues
related to managing mountain bike use on their National Forest.

Comparing Agency Responses

The results of this study are very similar to the National Park Service (NPS)
survey on mountain biking (Tilmant 1991). For example, responses from both
agencies showed that use is surging, and mountain biking is considered a
management concern, particularly because of resource damage from
mountain bike use, user conflicts, safety issues, and accidents.

About 8 of 10 NPS units (parks, monuments, historic sites) that have
mountain bike use in their area reported that control of this activity is a
management concern, compared to 58 percent of Forest managers. Both groups
identified the major resource impacts as damage to hiking trails, such as  trail
widening, increased erosion, and water-based damage. More than half (53
percent) of the NPS units receiving mountain bike use in their area reported
problems with user conflicts (compared to 70 percent of Forest managers), safety
(compared to 59 percent of Forest managers), and accidents (compared to 48
percent of Forest managers).

The results of this study suggest a greater amount of mountain bike use
on National Forests. For example, although 57 percent of the NPS units
reported mountain bike use, 98 percent of the National Forests reported
mountain bike use. However, this discrepancy might be explained by Forest
Service managers who may have been more inclined to respond to the survey
if they had mountain bike use in their area, in comparison to National Park
units responding regardless of the level of mountain bike use. Another
example of use differences was shown in the estimated amount of use
reported by both agencies. The highest level of estimated use reported by any

Funding for reconstruction or

new trail construction as well

as standards for tread mate-

rial and tread construction

which accommodate mountain

bicycles are very much needed.

-Eastern Region
respondent

It is obvious that the use of

mountain bikes will continue to

increase and there will be con-

tinuing conflicts on forest lands.

There may be a remedy in the

future by increasing the oppor-

tunities available to these users.

One option is developing addi-

tional trails for bikes only. A

major increase in the existing

budget is necessary to provide

these opportunities and to pro-

vide the educational materials

that will be necessary to the

public.

-Intermountain Region
respondent

faced where there is little or no

risk. Some folks want to ride

and prefer roads through the

forest. Some of our trail man-

agers would like to dictate to

our users where and when they

should ride. Managers would

like to make the decision for

the users—what is safe and

what is not. As many trails as

possible should be open to us-

ers, and let them make the

decision of whether to use it or

not.

-Pacific Northwest
Region respondent
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NPS unit was 71,000 per year while the highest estimated use level reported
by any Forest was 376,000 per year. Paradoxically, Forest Service managers,
although experiencing greater use, were less concerned about mountain
biking issues (58 percent compared to 80 percent of National Park Service
units). This inconsistency might be the result of the Forest Service mandate of
multiple use compared to the National Park Service preservation focus.

Another difference between the agencies was that only 10 percent of the NPS
units with mountain bike use reported having concessionaires that rented
mountain bikes for use within their areas, although almost three-quarters (72
percent) of the Forest Service respondents reported concessionaires nearby.

Only 7 percent of the NPS units reported specific management plans for
the control and direction of the activity in their area, while another 25 percent
incorporated specific statements about mountain bike use within the
Superintendent’s Compendium of Regulations. In comparison, 53 percent of
National Forests reported that their forest plan had provisions for mountain
bike trails or opportunities.

Future Research

The impact of technological advances on resource management is a complex
topic. This study examined Forest Service managers’ perceptions about mountain
bike use on Forest Service lands. However, studies that only address mountain
bike riders or the managers’ perceptions about use do not provide complete
information about mountain bike use. Although other studies have examined
user groups (Hollenhorst and others 1993), trail issues (Blahna and others 1995),
conflict issues (Watson and others 1991), manager perceptions (Tilmant 1991),
and the mountain biking activity as it relates to theoretical issues such as
innovation/diffusion (Schuett and others 1994), additional research is needed in
several areas.

The value of bike patrols (Schneider and Arendt 1992) and the role of
partnerships to alleviate conflict or resource damage (Kulla 1991) are issues
that could be studied in more depth. Similarly, other studies might focus on
how trail construction can alleviate damage problems (McCoy and Stoner
1991); how mountain biking interacts with community development (Magill
1993); whether displacement of trail users is an issue; and wilderness trespass
issues. A comparable survey of USDI Bureau of Land Management, National
Park Service, and Forest Service resource managers is also needed (appendix F).

Some future research topics of particular interest to resource managers
include: What criteria have been used to make access decisions? Are they
appropriate and defendable to the user community? Does an established
management plan reduce the confrontations and conflicts faced by resource
managers? Does an established management plan reduce resource impacts
or user conflicts? How are decisions about single versus multiple trail use
made? What are the different strategies for trail management that are more
or less useful in different terrains/use levels/user group compositions?
How effective are the management actions that have been used for each
problem area? All these issues should be studied in more depth so that
Federal resource managers can make informed decisions about the most
effective strategies to manage mountain biking, its effects on other issues,
and its impact on our natural resources.

I believe the Forest Service

should actively and aggressively

pursue enabling mountain bike

use of almost all suitable Na-

tional Forest lands and areas.

In addition, there are  many

partnership opportunities with

private sector entities…which

could greatly enhance the bik-

ers’ experience while  on

National Forest lands.

-Pacific Southwest
Region respondent

In my judgment, mountain bik-

ing is perhaps the single most

compatible recreation activity

there is with general, roaded-

backcount ry  t ype  fo res t

settings. The opportunities are

almost limitless; the impacts

and conflicts are generally neg-

ligible or, at least, manageable.

As an activity, I believe it will

over time become more com-

mon than either hiking or

equestrian uses.

-Pacific Southwest
Region respondent

Trail policy is “hiker only” un-

less designated for other uses.

We are in the process of re-

eva luat ing  ex i s t ing  t ra i l

systems for bike use, but it’s

being done on a district- wide

basis and some districts are

farther along than others. For-

tunately our local bike clubs

are cooperative and helpful

(rather than pounding the

table and saying they have a

right to use hiking trails!).

-Southern Region
respondent
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Forest-level responses:

Northern Region—1
Beaverhead
Bitterroot
Clearwater
Gallatin
Helena
Idaho Panhandle
Kootenai
Lolo
Nez Perce

Rocky Mountain
Region—2
Black Hills
Grand Mesa
Rio Grande
Routt

Southwestern
Region—3
Apache/Sitgreaves
Carson
Cibola
Coconino
Coronado
Gila
Santa Fe

Intermountain
Region—4
Ashley
Challis
Dixie
Fishlake
Humboldt
Manti-La Sal
Salmon
Sawtooth
Targhee
Toiyabe
Unita
Wasatch-Cache

Appendix A—
National
Forests
and Ranger
Districts
Responding
to the Survey

Southern Region—8
Apalachicola
Bienville
Delta
De Soto
Croatan
Frances Marion and
Sumter
George Washington
Holly Springs
Homochitto
Jefferson
Kisatchie
Nantahala
Pisgah
Osceola
Tombigbee
Uwharrie

Eastern Region—9
Allegheny
Green Mountain
Hoosier
Huron-Manistee
Mark Twain
Monongahela
Nicolet
Ottawa
Shawnee
Wayne

Alaska Region—10
Chugach
Tongass—Chatham
Tongass—Ketchikan
Tongass—Stikine

Pacific Southwest
Region—5
Cleveland
Eldorado
Inyo
Klamath
Lake Tahoe Basin
Mgmt Unit
Modoc
Plumas
San Bernardino
Sequoia
Shasta-Trinity
Six Rivers
Stanislaus
Tahoe

Pacific Northwest
Region—6
Fremont
Gifford Pinchot
Malheur
Mt Baker-Snoqualmie
Mt Hood
Okanogan
Siskiyou
Umatilla
Umpqua
Wenatchee
Winema



District level responses combined to Forest-level response:
Region 4—Bridger-Teton National Forest

Ranger Districts—Buffalo, Greys River, Kemmerer, Pinedale
(two non-responses)

Region 6—Ochoco National Forest
Ranger Districts—Big Summit, Prineville, Snow Mountain

(two non-responses)
Region 6—Olympic National Forest

Ranger Districts—Hood Canal, Quilcene
(two non-responses)

Region 8—Ouachita National Forest
Ranger Districts—Caddo, Cold Springs, Jessieville, Oden, Poteah,

Winona, and two unnamed ones
(four non-responses)

Responses NOT included in sample:
Region 1—Custer National Forest

Ranger Districts—Ashland, Beartooth, Sioux
(four non-responses)

Region 2—White River National Forest
Ranger Districts—Dillon

(six non-responses)
Bighorn National Forest
Ranger Districts—South Ecosystem Management Unit

(four non-responses)

Region 5—Lassen National Forest

Ranger Districts—Hat Creek
(two non-responses)

Region 6—Colville National Forest

Ranger Districts—Sullivan Lake
(four non-responses)

Region 8—National Forests in Alabama.

A joint response representing four National Forests in Alabama was
received. Since individual Forest responses could not be separated, none
were included.
Cherokee National Forest responses from three of seven management
areas—Nolichucky, Ocoee, Unaka (four non-responses)
Sabine National Forest Ranger Districts—Yellowpine. Not included in
sample since response from only one Ranger District might not be
representative of  the Forest.
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MOUNTAIN BIKE USE WITHIN THE FOREST SERVICE

National Forest Region

Contact Date

LEVEL OF ACTIVITY:

1. Do you have mountain bike activity within your forest? YES  NO

If yes, what is the current estimated number of mountain
bike riders annually?

 Average number of riders per year*

* If one person rides 10 times per year count as 10

2. Have you received any requests to use mountain bikes on YES  NO
closed roads or trails limited to foot use only?

 Approximate number in past year

3. Have you received any requests to use mountain bikes YES  NO
within wilderness?

 Approximate number in past year

4. Have you received any requests for races or rallies? YES  NO

 Approximate number in past year

5. Have you encountered problems with commercially
advertised or sponsored bike tours coming to the
forest without permits? YES  NO

6. Do you have concessionaires or nearby businesses that YES  NO
rent mountain bikes for use in the forest?

   Approximate number on the forest

   Approximate number nearby

7. Does your forest plan have provisions for mountain bike
trails or opportunities? YES  NO

MANAGEMENT PROBLEMS:

8. Do you consider control of mountain bike use a
forest resource management concern? YES  NO

Appendix B—
Survey
Instrument

continued
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Why?

9. Is the management of mountain bike use one of the top
four of five issues on your forest? YES  NO

10. Has your staff observed or received reports of
mountain bike use on closed roads or trails
limited to foot traffic only? YES  NO

  Approximate number observed in past year

  Approximate number reported in past year

11. Have you completed any surveys to show use patterns,
documented impacts, or to reflect visitor feelings
on this issue? YES  NO

If Yes, please attach copy

12. Have you seen any evidence of resource damage
from mountain bike use? YES  NO

If Yes, please describe:

What methods do you use to prevent resource damage caused by mountain
bike riding?

13. Have you observed or received any reports of
mountain bike accidents? (e.g., personal injury) YES  NO

What methods do you use to prevent mountain bike accidents?

14. Have you observed or received any reports of
user conflicts? (e.g., hikers who do not wish to share trails with
mountain bike riders) YES  NO

Please describe:

What methods do you use to prevent user conflicts? continued
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15. Have you observed or received any reports of
safety problems related to mountain bike riding?
(e.g., mountain bike riders going too fast) YES  NO
Please describe:

What methods do you use to prevent mountain bike safety problems?

FOREST BACKGROUND INFORMATION:

Approximate number of miles of:
paved road open to bicycle use
paved road closed to bicycle use
unpaved road open to bicycle use
unpaved road closed to bicycle use
hiking trails (overall)
hiking trails open to bicycle use
specially constructed bike paths
on National Forest land

Designated wilderness? YES  NO
If yes, number of acres  acres
number of miles of trail within wilderness  miles

Please add any comments on management issues or other concerns you have related to
mountain bike riding on your forest.

 PLEASE FORWARD COMPLETED QUESTIONNAIRE BY
DECEMBER 31, 1993 TO:

Debbie Chavez
PSW Research Station
4955 Canyon Crest Drive
Riverside, CA 92507

Or mail via DG to M.Bike:S27L05A
Questions may be addressed to Debbie Chavez at (909) 276-6285.

YOUR TIME AND ATTENTION IS VERY MUCH APPRECIATED
THANK YOU!
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Respondents were told: “Please add any comments on management issues or
other concerns you have related to mountain bike riding on your forest.”

Northern Region:

Mountain biking and all the associated issues is an emerging topic on the the
Forest. We have probably the next to largest use in the region. We recognize
the need to address user conflict, trail standards, etc. sometime in the not too
distant future—but have not done anything pro-active to date. We have
worked with local bike clubs/shops to produce maps of popular routes and
address safety issues in that publication.

This is horse country up here, so we do not have much mountain bike use yet.
Mountain bike use is increasing on and around the forest. The gondola here

has been promoting mountain biking for several years. We are working with
the folks on the Gondola board to incorporate many of the forest trails into
the system—using the upper terminal as a major “trailhead.” Another resort
is promoting mountain bike races. We are behind other areas for mountain
biking, but are beginning to “gear up” for more of that kind of use—as the
area grows as a recreation/tourism destination, and all uses increase. We will
be very interested in the product your research develops.

Rocky Mountain Region:

Use is still increasing and demand for more transportation systems for this
use is increasing. Conflicts with private landowners occur where non-system
routes through the forest egress or cross those private lands. Increasing
concerns from State wildlife managers on unregulated mountain bike use
and on proposals for building new system trails for mountain bikes to
alleviate conflicts with other users. There is not sufficient information to
show the public where they can ride. Also need to get more information (such
as the International Mountain Biking Association Rules of the Trail, Tread
Lightly, etc.) to riders. We do not have sufficient funding to get out and really
find the amount of use and potential management problems that we might
have related to mountain biking (or any other recreational use for that matter).
With the passing of the state Wilderness Act of 1993, one of the most popular
rides on the forest was closed. To mitigate this we are trying to improve our
interaction with the public and are surveying the districts for alternative
routes. Many areas have historically received low recreation use, including
bike use, due to the remote location relative to population centers, to generally
undeveloped character and to a lack of publicity about the opportunities
available in the area. Due to low demand in these areas, the forest has not had
to address the issues and problems associated with higher levels of bike use
or develop any kind of facilities for mountain bikers. Again, in these low use
areas, there is good potential for mountain biking as many of the existing
trails are well suited to bike travel.  These areas could absorb quite a bit of
bike use before it would feel “crowded” or show signs of resource
degradation, making it a potentially-attractive alternative to other, more
heavily-used areas in the surrounding region.

We are in the process of developing a mountain bike prospectus for a 4-5
day trip across the forest. This permit will incorporate “Meaningful Measures”
into the permit administration—together with the permittee(s), we shall be
able to survey the clients to determine the quality of the trip and this
information will also let the forest evaluate the permittee. Conflict resolution
between the radical mountain bikers and other users is going to be critical.

Appendix C—
Open-Ended
Comments
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The area and adjacent BLM lands have some excellent mountain biking
opportunities. There are some local riders that make extensive use of the
forest but we do not have many people visiting from outside the area to ride.
Use is growing with more advertising by local tourism boards, the availability
of some brochures, and visits by people to attend races. The forest needs to
pay more attention to mountain biking because it will be a larger part of our
road and trail use.

Southwestern Region:

Mountain biking is becoming more and more popular and in time conflicts
between users could be a serious problem. We have very good cooperation
with mountain bike outfitters and that does help considerably as far as conflicts,
trail maintenance, maps and brochures, and resource impacts are concerned.

The current level of mountain bike use is not a major concern nor have
any significant resource issues or conflicts in use arisen.

In the past two years we’ve built and opened 3 trails aimed at mountain
bike use (they are multi-use paths open to hikers and equestrians also, but
received mostly mountain bike use). They have been well received by the
community. Lots of use. Mountain bikers have helped with trail work. Trails
have been written up in local guide books and articles.

In conjunction with volunteers from a local group, we are preparing to
complete a mountain bike trail system on the district of about 320 miles (most
of which are old roads) and Recreation Opportunity Guide for this bike
system. This should be completed this fiscal year. All non-wilderness trails
are open to mountain bikes at present. We are trying to push the “trail
sharing” concepts to all of our users. We hope it can remain this way in the
future and that we will not have to designate and separate user groups. This
would be an impossible task to enforce anyway.

Intermountain Region:

Maintaining compliance with Grizzly bear special use orders, awarding
commercial use permits, evaluating competing interests, wilderness
violations by general users.

Our National Forest does have some roads closed on a seasonal basis.
These road closures are generally for wildlife protection purposes. Closure
times are usually in the fall or spring—not during high recreational use
periods.  Currently there are no restrictions on mountain bikers going beyond
such closures. The steep and rugged terrain of the forest limits where
mountain bikers would want to go. Of the 764 miles of trail that are not closed
to mountain bike use, approximately 50 percent is not suitable for bike use
because it is so steep. The wilderness encompasses a large portion of the
forest. The wilderness numbers above reflect only the acres and miles
administered by our Forest. The acres for the entire wilderness is about 2.4
million and total trail miles are about 2400.

Use is increasing and management needs to be geared towards
anticipating, planning for, and controlling use in the future years.  We have
seen what has happened in the another area and although we do not have the
same terrain, we need to plan for the future of bicycle use on a county-wide
(not just forest) or BLM basis.

ATV use on same trails as mountain bikers; outdoor ethics; narrow scenic
byways used by auto and mountain bikers; lack of sanitation or restroom
facilities at key areas of mountain bike use.

Our Forest Association sells a 24 page booklet for $2.00 describing trails
that are good for mountain biking. We believe that mountain bike activities in
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the “bud” stage. Our primary area of interest is centered on a 200 mile plus
several side loops OHV trail. However, during the past couple of years two
partnership sponsored mountain bike activities have had from 150 to 300
registered participants. In partnership with the State we are developing non-
motorized trails for foot and mountain bike use around the forest, and expect
to have $30,000 of State funds for this next field season.

Several of the districts on the Forest are actively developing mountain
bike trails and user opportunities. By being pro-active with the development
of mountain bike riding trails and routes rather than re-active we have so far
avoided resource damage and user conflict issues seen elsewhere. At the
same time excellent recreational opportunities have been provided for the
largest and fastest growing group of outdoor recreationists in the U.S.—
mountain bike riders. This pro-active approach has also had the added
benefit of creating a positive attitude and working relationship between the
Forest Service and cyclists rather than one of conflict and confrontation.

This is without a doubt one of the fastest growing uses that the Forests
are seeing and must be addressed. Inconsistent or lack of direction in the
management and maintenance is the issue. An industry-wide effort to
educate the user to proper trail etiquette might be applied through the retail
sales outlets.

Pacific Southwest Region:

The demand for single track trails is increasing. Mountain bikers really do not
understand the conflict with horseback riders. The forest is attracting all
levels of riders. The families that visit seem satisfied with the mountain bike
opportunities. The more advanced/racing level riders would like more
variety.  The ski area provides some advanced rides at the bike park, however
the public would like this available on the forest without a fee.

Mountain bike riding/touring is becoming increasingly popular on
National Forest Lands. This is a type of recreational use that we should work
to accommodate in a way that will satisfy users, yet protect the resources and
other forest users. This is an opportunity to develop loop routes and tent only
camping. The forest has recently developed information sheets on various
rides on each district, which we hope to be available to the public for free by
early spring. Mountain bikes can be compatible with other users. Presently
our policy is all trails and roads are open to mountain bikes, except the Pacific
Crest Trail and the trails in our wilderness. However, some of our trails are
steep canyon trails and are not built for mountain bike use. As a Forest we are
working on addressing this issue.

In my judgment, mountain biking is perhaps the single most compatible
recreation activity there is with general, roaded backcountry type forest
settings. The opportunities are almost limitless; the impacts and conflicts are
generally negligible or, at least, manageable. As an activity, I believe it will
over time become more common than either hiking or equestrian uses. In our
lightly-populated portion of the state there is very strong local sentiment by
cyclists in favor of allowing bikes on portions of the Pacific Crest Trail (PCT)
there are sections which are eminently bikeable, and receive almost no hiker
or horse use at all. Bikers do fairly regularly go onto portions of the PCT.
Generally, the prohibition against bike use in Wilderness is accepted, though
some bikers are willing to accept the risks of a ticket to sample the superb
riding opportunities. Bikers’ needs generally are not great or expensive—an
adequate parking or staging area, some decent maps, some basic advice or
other information. The activity has almost negative impacts on this Forest on
either resources or other users. I believe the Forest Service should actively
and aggressively pursue enabling mountain bike use of almost all suitable
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National Forest lands and areas. In addition, there are many partnership
opportunities with private sector entities (shops, lodging, food services, etc.)
ripe for redeeming which could greatly enhance the bikers’ experience while
on National Forest lands.

Our primary approach to bicycle use is to keep as many roads and trails
open to bicycle use as is safe and maintainable.  Currently our trails open to
bicycle uses unless they are signed closed or are in wilderness.

We have a resort and a boy scout camp located near a wilderness area.
Mountain biking from the resort is unsupervised, with a high potential for
wilderness incursions. Nearby, the boy scout camp has an adventure program
with mountain bike trips using off-highway vehicle trails. This use is closely
supervised.

We believe our Ranger District has perhaps the most intense mountain
bike use of any Forest in our region. The resource damage and public safety
issues are of high concern. In addition, the use patterns indicate that mountain
bike use is increasing at a dramatic rate. It is evident that the District needs to
commit funding and personnel to manage this ever increasing recreation
activity. We appreciate your research help on the mountain bike plan and
hope that we can continue this cooperative relationship. We currently have a
successful partnership with a local cycling association.

Personally, I feel this is a recreation opportunity that we need to develop
further to the extent our topography allows. The sport is growing and we
need to be educating users regarding their impacts on the land and their
responsibilities as riders. I’d like to see each forest develop a publication
regarding riding opportunities, Tread Lightly stuff, rider responsibilities, etc.
Forests could be working with adjacent agencies to develop/market
opportunities so that they don’t just end at the forest boundary. We need to
be working with tourism agencies and user group organizations to get word
out about these opportunities and to educate riders.

Need to address increasing demand in our planning efforts, in a way that
is sensitive to fragile areas. Need to get input to publications. Need to work
with local organizations to accomplish signing, mapping, and ethics.
Additional funding would be needed to address planning and staffing
requirements.

We developed a mountain bike management program in June, 1993, and
have been implementing this program this past field season. We’re learning
some lessons, e.g., signing is critical to public awareness, enforcement is also
important, support of the mountain bike community is equally critical. And,
an effective program requires a commitment to appropriate trail maintenance
and willingness to redesign trails and perhaps to close segments where
resources cannot otherwise be reasonably protected. Finally, a distinction is
needed between resource impacts caused by irresponsible bicyclists and
impacts caused by improper trail design/maintenance or simply location.

Pacific Northwest Region:

As we allow different uses of trails we need to assess the impacts and be
ready to mitigate resource damage. This has not happened with bike use.
There is significant use and damage occurring with little extra maintenance
dollars to deal with.

Local user groups have expressed an interest in trails that can be accessed
directly from the urban area.

The use of mountain bikes is growing tremendously. We do not have the
time or the funds to pay adequate attention to the use.
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I believe that by being pro-active in our management we can allow for
this type of recreational use to take place on National Forest lands. I hope that
the Forest Service does not over-react as it appears a number of other agencies
have and closed or overly restricted this use. I thank you for taking on this
task and if I can answer any questions concerning our responses, please feel
free to call me.

The forest did recognize mountain bike in the forest plan in 1988 and did
not feel that special trails were the answer. The forest does have an excellent
motorcycle trail system and these are the most popular trails. The main
difference in these trails are the alignment, grade, water crossing, viewing
opportunities, and loops have been designed in these trails.  The availability
of dollars from the state funds have made this possible.

Mountain bike use is on the increase on the forest. We feel that adequate
construction and maintenance standards already exist that allow us to
manage trails open to mountain bikes. There is a tremendous difference in
the level of experience that users are seeking. Some want to ride on very
primitive trails with a high level of risk and some folks prefer the very easy
trails that are hard surfaced where there is little or no risk. Some folks want to
ride and prefer roads thru the forest. Some of our trail managers would like
to dictate to our users where and when they should ride. Managers would
like to make the decision for the users—what is safe and what is not. As many
trails as possible should be open to users, and let them make the decision of
whether to use it or not. We need to define “resource damage.”  So many
times we hear “resource damage” as a reason to restrict use and really what
the person is saying is “I don’t want you here!”

Most of the mountain bike use in this area occurs within a few miles of
the cities and towns on other than National Forest Land. On our Forest, the
current supply of existing and potential mountain bike opportunities exceed
the demand.

Our Forest has a concern that financially we are not able to provide trail
users proper information about trail opportunity availability. Currently, all
four Districts on the Forest are using “make-shift” trail maps.

Mountain bike opportunities at this time are very limited as most off-
highway vehicle, hiking or equestrian trails are designed with grades
excessive to most mountain bike enthusiasts. I have listed all non-wilderness
trails as open to mountain bikers which is to say “you can try it if you like.”
However, more realistically we only have an estimated 200 miles of trail
which can be “reasonably” negotiated by mountain bikes.

Southern Region:

Mountain biking is a legitimate use of forest lands with a much less severe
impact than off-road vehicles. We don’t have much interest in mountain
biking use right now. However, I see it as showing a great increase on our
forest over the next 5 years.

Mountain bike riding is definitely on the rise, but due to our landscape,
we’re not the most desirable destination for riding. The one unpermitted bike
ride chose paved roads only, but on these roads locals travel at high speeds.
Their safety was a primary concern when we learned of the event.

The issue of horseback riders sharing trails with mountain bikers recently
surfaced when the National Recreation Area sent out a scoping letter to get
input about an application for a commercial mountain bike outfitter and
guide service. To their surprise, the horseback community organized and
sent a strong message to the Forest Service that they did not want to share
trails with mountain bikers. One of their primary concerns was that they
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would eventually lose trail riding opportunities to mountain bikes. Their
other concern centers around safety and the fact that many horses spook at
the sight of mountain bikes. They are currently in the middle of a public
involvement process to reach a mutual understanding between the two
groups as to which trails, if any, will be set aside for single-use. They are also
developing a public education program that both sides feel is critical to
successfully sharing trails.

Most mountain bike users would like to see more trails developed for use.
Mountain biking has not presented a serious problem so far on our

Forest. However, use is growing and we want to make sure we are managing
it. We will be working more closely with local bike store owners to promote
trail etiquette and responsible trail use. We are just completing a Forest
Recreation Guide with sections devoted to mountain bike etiquette. We are
embarking on a mountain bike trail inventory under a volunteer agreements
with local bike shops and individuals to identify suitable mountain bike
trails as a first step toward putting a forest mountain bike trail guide together.
It would be beneficial to start thinking of a national effort like Tread Lightly
to promote responsible bike use. Maybe—”Soft Cycling.” Also, a network
would be good.  Like to see some good examples of forest initiated trail
guides and success stories on dealing with user conflicts  Maybe all of the
above exist and we are not aware.

This district has been identified as one of the top 10 areas to ride 2 years
in a row according to Mountain Bike Magazine. There are 2 independently
published guidebooks available specific to this district. As a result use and
accompanying impacts have risen dramatically. Also riding in rainy weather
has proven to be a major contributor to trail damage. General: The wildlife
community is beginning to express concerns about bike use on closed roads
maintained as linear strip wildlife openings. This concern can be partly
resolved by better coordination when selecting roads to be used as strip
openings or riding opportunities. General: Promotion of an area by national
publications or independent guidebooks does more to increase use in an area
than any other factor. Often it generates more use than the trail system and
support facilities (parking areas, restrooms, etc.) can handle. We may be
moving toward a limited permit system for some trail systems. Districts
closest to the largest city in the western part of our state get the most demand
for and use by mountain bikes. Bikes and horses are the fastest growing trail
uses on the Forest and most of the existing trails are not suitable for either use
and we are limited in our ability to create new trails. We largely depend on
closed roads to provide horse and bike opportunities, but now we are being
challenged by the State Wildlife Commission who mows many of the closed
roads for linear strip wildlife openings. There’s more and more competition
for a limited land base.

I see resentment from the wildlife community to bikers. They are
unnecessary disturbance. I see turkey hunters riding bikes or saying they
will ride in.  There is a local resort next to the forest wanting to sponsor
“world class” races. I see the sport and demand for it continuing to grow.
There is internal confusion over use of closed roads, especially those seeded
with wildlife monies. Our trail system (was originally horse trails, now
separate bike and horse trails) has been highlighted several times in national
mountain bike publications as one of the best in the country. Some of the
earlier articles were done without our knowledge when the trail system was
for horses only.  That generated a lot of bike use and a major controversy.
We’ve resolved it with a lot of work with the two user groups and expansion
of trail system.  Most of our bike use problems on the forest stem from bike
groups, publications etc. promoting use of the forest without checking with
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us for our trail policy. Trail policy is “hiker only” unless designated for other
uses. We are in the process of reevaluating existing trail systems for bike use,
but it’s being done on a district-wide basis and some districts are farther
along than others. Fortunately our local bike clubs are cooperative and helpful
(rather than pounding the table and saying they have a right to use hiking
trails!).

Forest Plan went into effect in 1986. At that time there was little, if any,
mountain bike use on the forest. The Forest Plan will be revised this year and
direction for mountain bikes will be added. We are a small National Forest in
a rural area. However it’s in close proximity to several large urban areas.
Mountain bike use is expected to increase when bikers “discover” the forest.
We do not promote bike use now because we are not prepared for any
significant increase in use.

Ours is a small coastal plain forest. Demand for trails in general is light
(hot, buggy summers). Most recreation use and demand is water based.
Forest Plan went into effect in 1986. At that time there was little, if any,
mountain bike use on the forest. The Forest Plan will be revised this year and
direction for mountain bikes will be added.

Mountain bike riders show great interest in this area, but no organized
groups have shown enough interest to adopt the construction of a much
needed trail. We need to develop a plan for all of the National Forests here and
determine how many miles of mountain bike trail are needed and where these
types of trails need to be located, (what districts). This needs to be done for all
trails types on the forest as well as all recreation uses/opportunities.  We need
a “priority list” developed that we can go by for the entire forest in order to
prioritize funding. Mountain bike trails need to be included in this list.

Our National Forest has had no request for the use of mountain bikes in
the past or present.

We are planning to build a mountain bike/hiking trail on one district
and connecting to another districts trail. There is a great demand for this
type of activity on our forest. A lot of the use of mountain bikes on the forest
is from turkey hunters riding to their hunting areas on roads closed to
motorized vehicles. We also get some use outside of turkey season on roads
closed to motorized vehicles as well as some bicycle riders that go cross-
country in the forest.

Eastern Region:

We encourage mountain bike use on our Forest trails. This is a legitimate use
and well within environmental sideboards when properly designed and
constructed trails are available.

We have an issue with mountain bike riding on the National Scenic
Hiking Trail. Additional places to ride that are challenging and designed for
mountain bikes is an issue/concern with our using public.

Our National Forest allows use of mountain bikes and other bicycles on
all Forest Roads (open and closed); oil and gas lease roads; pipelines; all
hiking trails; snowmobile trails; and all-terrain vehicle/bike trails; in National
Recreation Areas; and in all Management Areas in the Forest except
Wilderness.

We are currently working on a proposed Forest Plan amendment which
will address off-highway vehicles, including mountain bikes. The Forest Plan
would be amended to include new standards and guidelines which will provide
further guidance for the designation, construction, maintenance and operation
of off-highway vehicle trails. Existing Forest Plan direction is very vague.
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Our Amended Plan restricts mountain bikes to roads and designated all-
terrain vehicle/off-highway vehicle (ATV/OHV) travelways. The Forest has
received much opposition to this decision: 1) Mountain bike riders do not
want to be grouped with motorized recreation; 2) Even if mountain bike
riders approved of sharing the trails with ATV/OHV use, the Forest does not
yet have any designated ATV/OHV travelways—and it appears that ATV/
OHV designation is at least 1-2 years down the road. The Forest has not
signed the closure order that would restrict mountain bikes to roads and
designated ATV/OHV travelways.  Therefore, mountain bikes are not yet
illegal on most forest hiker/equestrian trails (outside of Wilderness and
other specially designated areas). The Forest recognizes that further research
and study is needed to resolve this issue. Mountain bike riding is a growing
recreation activity among college students.  A major university
(approximately 23,000 students) is located within 10 miles of the Forest. The
forest attracts a lot of student use and the demand for mountain bike trail
opportunities is expected to increase.

We need more documentation and research on the effects of mountain
bikes on soils, wildlife populations, etc.

Demand is growing tremendously and there is a need to accommodate
this use (according to our public responses). Funding for reconstruction or
new trail construction as well as standards for tread material and tread
construction which accommodate mountain bicycles are very much needed.
One guide permit has been recently issued to a mountain bike guide.

We are currently working with local Chambers of Commerce and other
agencies to increase mountain bike use on our National Forest. We have an
extensive primitive road system and a trail system that is underused.
Mountain bikes seem to be a logical addition to the list of recreation
opportunities the forest offers.

Alaska Region:

Overall, there is good potential for mountain biking on our existing forest
road system. Many of these roads were initially constructed to access
commercial timber, and have since been “put to bed” or maintained for
recreational use via the small timber sale program. Currently, however, to
access active timber sales and would be very dangerous to use for mountain
biking. Care needs to be taken in how we portray, market and manage our
road system for mountain biking. Many of our trails are steep and run
boardwalk which are not ideal for bike use. Also, most trails are not wide
enough for bikers and hikers together. No trails or roads are officially closed
to mountain biking, but there is not any current use on trails that we are
aware of.

Scoping meetings indicate that any fast moving things should not be
allowed on the trail. Apparently some users feel that bikers, roller-bladers
and other fast moving trail users would not be good, would spoil their
enjoyment of the trail. Bikers need to learn how to pass hikers without
scaring them and causing them trouble.
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Appendix D shows the annual number of mountain bike riders reported by
the responding forests. This appendix may be used to discern which other
managers have similar use levels; for example, forests reporting 4,500
riders annually could contact other forests with similar levels for
management techniques.

National Region Number
Forest of riders

Inyo 5 376,000

Wasatch-Cache 4 125,000

Allegheny 9 122,000

Sawtooth 4 87,000

Coconino 3 72,000

Grand Mesa 2 61,500

Coronado 3 55,000

Routt 2 54,000

Pisgah 8 53,200

Gallatin 1 42,000

San Bernardino 5 42,000

Monongahela 9 40,000

Okanogan 6 31,000

Carson 3 26,000

Stanislaus 5 24,600

Umpqua 6 21,350

Cibola 3 19,850

Jefferson 8 19,000

Idaho Panhandle 1 18,000

Lake Tahoe Basin 5 18,000
Mgmt Unit

George Washington 8 15,000

Shasta-Trinity 5 15,000

Apache/Sitgreaves 3 13,200

Nantahala 8 11,500

Mark Twain 9 11,400

Green Mountain 9 11,350

Toiyabe 4 11,300

Apalachicola 8 11,000

Appendix D—
Number of
Mountain
Bike Riders
Annually
at Forests

continued
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Wenatchee 6 10,750

Sequoia 5 10,000

Shawnee 9 10,000

Dixie 4 9,700

Tongass—Chatham 10 8,700

Mt Baker-Snoqualmie 6 8,000

Black Hills 2 7,500

Francis Marion & Sumter 8 7,500

Tongass—Ketchikan 10 7,500
Santa Fe 3 7,300

Cleveland 5 6,000
Manti-La Sal 4 6,000

Ashley 4 5,900
De Soto 8 5,400

Humboldt 4 5,000
Klamath 5 5,000

Mt Hood 6 5,000
Ottawa 9 5,000

Bitterroot 1 4,500
Challis 4 4,500

Six Rivers 5 3,100
Plumas 5 3,000

Siskiyou 6 3,000
Unita 4 3,000

Tahoe 5 2,667
Beaverhead 1 2,500

Kisatchie 8 2,500
Rio Grande 2 2,500

Targhee 4 2,500
Chugach 10 2,067

Winema 6 2,000
Hoosier 9 1,740

Homochitto 8 1,650
Fishlake 4 1,500

Huron-Manistee 9 1,500
Clearwater 1 1,000

Wayne 9 1,000

National Region Number
Forest of riders

continued
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Bridger-Teton 4 850

Fremont 6 700
Ouachita 8 652

Malheur 6 500
Nicolet 9 500

Salmon 4 500
Ochoco 6 408

Nez Perce 1 400
Umatilla 6 365

Delta 8 133
Croatan 8 100

Olympic 6 100
Tongass—Stikine 10 85

Holly Springs 8 75
Osceola 8 60

Uwharrie 8 55
Bienville 8 50

Combined Number Average
number of number riders

National Forest of miles riders per mile

Region 1
Beaverhead 4,428 2,500 0.56

Bitterroot 4,045 4,500 1.11
Clearwater 5,474 1,000 0.18

Gallatin 2,847 42,000 14.75

Helena (1) 50,000 .(1)
Idaho Panhandle 9,164 18,000 1.96

Kootenai (1) 250 .(1)
Lolo (1) 150,000 .(1)

Nez Perce 680 400 0.59

National Region Number
Forest of riders

Appendix E—
Average
Number
of Mountain
Bike Riders
Annually Per
Mile of
Roads and
Paths

continued
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Region 2
Black Hills 5,392 7,500 1.39

Grand Mesa 4,822 61,500 12.75
Rio Grande 3,098 2,500 0.81

Routt 2,457 54,000 21.98

Region 3
Apache/Sitgreaves 8,776 13,200 1.50

Carson 5,881 26,000 4.42
Cibola 1,572 19,850 12.63

Coconino 5,298 72,000 13.59

Coronado 2,600 55,000 21.15
Gila 2,511 (1) .(1)

Santa Fe 610 7,300 11.96

Region 4
Ashley 2,161 5,900 2.73

Bridger-Teton (1) 850 .(1)
Challis 2,600 4,500 1.73

Dixie 2,422 9,700 4.00
Fishlake 2,526 1,500 0.59

Humboldt 3,440 5,000 1.45
Manti-La Sal 11,282 6,000 0.53

Salmon 2,382 500 0.21
Sawtooth 3,710 87,000 23.45

Targhee 1,970 2,500 1.27
Toiyabe 5,094 11,300 2.21

Unita 1,708 3,000 1.75
Wasatch-Cache 1,690 125,000 73.96

Region 5

Cleveland (1) 6,000 .(1)
Eldorado 2,654 (1) .(1)

Inyo 3,835 376,000 98.04
Klamath 3,950 5,000 1.26

Lake Tahoe Basin 320 18,000 71.20
Mgmt Unit

Modoc 3,217 (1) .(1)

Combined Number Average
number of number riders

National Forest of miles riders per mile

continued
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Plumas 4,498 3,000 0.67
San Bernardino (1) 42,000 .(1)

Sequoia 950 10,000 10.53
Shasta-Trinity 7,760 15,000 1.93

Six Rivers 2,619 3,100 1.18
Stanislaus 2,310 24,600 10.65

Tahoe 1,350 2,667 1.97

Region 6

Fremont 7,797 700 0.09
Gifford Pinchot 4,952 (1) .(1)

Malheur (1) 500 .(1)
Mt Baker-Snoqualmie 2,130 8,000 3.76

Mt Hood 508 5,000 9.84
Ochoco 555 408 0.73

Okanogan 3,224 31,000 9.62
Olympic 437 100 0.23

Siskiyou 3,194 3,000 0.94
Umatilla 3,216 365 0.11

Umpqua 5,009 21,350 4.26
Wenatchee 1,120 10,750 9.60

Winema 5,085 2,000 0.39
Region 8

Apalachicola 1,687 11,000 6.52
Bienville 818 50 0.06

Delta (1) 133 (1)
De Soto 2,043 5,400 2.63

Croatan 193 100 0.52
Francis Marion 1,040 7,500 7.21

 & Sumter
George Washington 2,570 15,000 5.84

Holly Springs 2,955 75 0.03
Homochitto 975 1,650 1.69

Jefferson 925 19,000 10.54
Kisatchie 2,190 2,500 1.14

Nantahala (1) 11,500 (1)
Osceola 877 60 0.07

continued

Combined Number Average
number of number riders

National Forest of miles riders per mile
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Ouachita (1) 652 .(1)

Pisgah 801 53,200 66.42
Tombigbee 289 (1) .(1)

Uwharrie  30 55 1.83

Region 9
Allegheny 1,293 122,000 94.35

Green Mountain 177 11,350 64.12
Hoosier 174 1,740 10.00

Huron-Manistee (1) 1,500 .(1)
Mark Twain 448 11,400 25.45

Monongahela 868 40,000 46.08
Nicolet 5,215 500 0.09

Ottawa 2,998 5,000 1.67

Shawnee 1,200 10,000 8.33

Wayne (1) 1,000 (1)

Region 10

Chugach 352 2,067 5.87

Tongass—Chatham 570 8,700 15.26

Tongass—Ketchikan 1,040 7,500 7.21

Tongass—Stikine 603 85 0.14

1 Not available

Combined Number Average
number of number riders

National Forest of miles riders per mile
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By JIM CARLTON

Ketchum, Idaho

As mountain biking surges in popularity, federal land managers are building dozens of
miles of special backcountry trails to accommodate adrenaline-junkie riders and cut
down on crashes with hikers.

Dozens of one-way, so-called flow trails allowing bikers to ride downhill at breakneck
speeds have been built across the U.S. in recent years, with more in the works. Many of
these trails are built on Western public lands managed by the U.S. Forest Service and
Bureau of Land Management. They are specially designed with jumps and berms to
allow riders to flow unimpeded down the mountain without stopping, making the
downhill-riding experience akin to skiing or sledding.

"It's like a luge," said 30-year-old Jeremy Newberg of Hailey, Idaho, after riding a flow
trail called "Punchline" in the state's Sun Valley this month. "It's just awesome."

As well as thrilling riders, the trails
provide a legitimate alternative to
guerrilla trails carved out illegally in some
areas. And supporters say the flow trails
help solve what backcountry visitors say
is a growing problem: bicyclists careening
into fellow trail lovers on foot and
horseback.

"Most trails, you don't know if someone is
coming around the corner, but this you
can trust going down," says Tiff Koehn, a
37-year-old, Spandex-clad corporate
pilot, after hurtling down another Sun
Valley flow trail called "Forbidden Fruit." It
takes just three to five minutes to barrel
down that 1.3-mile course.

More than two dozen locations
nationwide now boast multiple flow trails,
according to the International Mountain
Bicycling Association.

The expansion in the number of these trails comes as mountain biking has grown from
being the obsession of a handful of enthusiasts 30 years ago to a sport with 7.1 million
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participants, according to the Outdoor Foundation, a nonprofit group in Washington,
D.C. Bikers are now the No. 2 users of backcountry trails after the 32.6 million hikers in
the U.S., according a 2010 report by the group. Amid this growth, hikers have been
struck by cyclists and seriously injured, and horses have thrown riders after being
spooked by bikes.

"If [cyclists] are coming downhill, we have to be alert," says Bob Anderson, a veteran
horseman from South Lake Tahoe, Calif.

The conflicts have gotten ugly at times. In 2002, someone booby trapped a trail in
Santa Barbara County, Calif., with a wire designed to knock a rider off a bike. No
serious injuries were reported, though some riders were shaken up by falls. No arrests
were made, according to news reports at the time.

So far, the flow trails are drawing support
from a wide spectrum of backcountry
users. "The problem is when hikers,
bikers and dogs intermix," says Nick
Hilbers, a 55-year-old hiker from
Beaverton, Ore., who recently alerted
local officials to an illegally made
mountain-bike trail in a nearby city park.

These illicit trails have sprung up in
several areas in recent years, helping
spur the growth in sanctioned runs on
federal lands. In the Lake Tahoe Basin,
for instance, as many as 150 miles of
unauthorized trails ringed the
surrounding mountains a decade ago,
says Garrett Villanueva, a Forest Service

assistant engineer for the basin.

The number has gone down since the Forest Service began redeveloping about 10
miles of trails into flow routes over the past eight years, he says, adding that
unauthorized routes are often made because bicycles are restricted from many
established trails.

"We are responding to their needs for more trails," Mr. Villanueva says.

Some critics say the growth in flow trails could exacerbate conflicts, especially when the
downhill bike-only runs are connected to shared-trail networks. "Are the bikers going to
behave themselves? I'm not so sure," says Robert Francisco, 47, a hiker in
Sacramento, Calif. "Mountain biker versus hiker on a steep descent is a bad
combination."

At as much as $30,000 a mile, flow trails cost roughly three times as much to construct
as traditional hiking trails. The high cost comes because heavy equipment such as
miniature bulldozers and excavators must be used to move earth and build the berms
needed to keep riders from flying off the trail, says John Kurtz, a Bureau of Land
Management recreation planner in Shoshone, Idaho.

One of the country's most extensive flow-trail networks—Sandy Ridge, in the foothills of
Mount Hood, Ore.—has cost about $700,000 to build since 2009, with another
$300,000 or so to complete trailhead facilities, says Adam Milnor, a Bureau of Land
Management planner in Salem, Ore.

Taxpayers foot little, if any, of the extra expense for the flow trails. Trail managers say
the money comes from such sources as grants and recreation-use fees, and that the
trails help pay for themselves by bringing in more visitor traffic. At Oregon's Sandy
Ridge, 25,000 visitors a year use a 6.5-mile network of flow trails constructed since
2009, Bureau of Land Management officials say. Previously, the undeveloped trail area
hosted as few as 500 visitors a year.

"I'm hoping our local businesses pick up on that and start making this a mountain-bike
headquarters," says Scott Lazenby, city manager of nearby Sandy, Ore.

Enlarge Image
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There is also a question of whether federal land managers are exposing cyclists to
added risk. At Sun Valley, 58-year-old Janet Lowery of Salinas, Calif., took an easier
trail when it came her turn to barrel down "Forbidden Fruit."

"It's scary for me because, hey, I'm old," Ms. Lowery said after she rejoined her two
companions at the bottom of the trail recently. "It's just too loose and rocky."

Kurt Nelson, district manager for the Sawtooth National Forest there, says the trails are
designed to be safe for riders of many experience levels.

Indeed, officials of the International Mountain Bicycling Association who help design and
build many of the trails say they are less risky than many older trails because they don't
have obstacles such as stairs and sharp turns that can lead to accidents.

Still, Mr. Nelson says, "there is an assumption of risk" by anyone using mountain trails,
adding that he himself took a fall off a mountain bike when riding another trail recently.
"My shoulder is hurting where I jammed it."
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FLOW COUNTRY OVERVIEW

It’s about the experience.

Imagine a way to bring the feeling of riding in the mountains
to any type of community. From urban neighborhoods to the
rolling countryside and everywhere in between, Flow Country
is an experience that can be developed anywhere. It’s an
exciting evolution for mountain biking at a time when
mountain bikers are ready to develop their own specific
trails.

It’s about accessibility.

+ Read more

FLOW COUNTRY PARTNERS

Hans Rey and Diddie Schneider team up with IMBA for
Flow Country Trails

Hans Rey

+ Read more

Search this Site  GO
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Flow Trails
As the sport of mountain bicycling has evolved over the past decades it
has driven the development of a new style of trail, with new features and
concepts being built as riders push the limits on traditional singletrack.
The growth of the sport has reached a point where public land agencies,
ski areas, and communities are recognizing the importance of mountain
bicycling and are looking to provide trails built specifically for mountain
bikes.

Based on the idea that exciting trails will encourage more people to ride
more often, world-class rider Hans Rey (GT), trail designer Diddie
Schneider (Schneider Sportevent & Design), and trail experts from the
International Mountain Bicycling Association (IMBA) have partnered to
present Flow Country Trails. This new concept is designed to take people
of any fitness, equipment, or skill-level on a singletrack joyride.
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Benefits of Flow Country Trails
Many people benefit from Flow Country Trails, from
riders to land managers and resort operators.

Common Ground

Flow Country Trails provide a template for building the
trails that mountain bikers love, with trail development
terms and guidelines (/flow-country/appendix-trail-characteristics)

that provide a common phrasebook for communication.

Better Use

By providing bicycle-specific trails, Flow Country Trails
can reduce user conflicts by focusing riders on
singletrack best suited for their use. Built for
progression and consistency, Flow Country Trails are
safer than many existing flow-based routes that tend to
serve only the more experienced rider. These trails,
however, are not just for beginners; a well-constructed and maintained Flow Country Trail contains the features and
experiences sought out by even the most avid enthusiast, to be unlocked only by their superior riding skills.

Promotes Tourism

Tourism-based communities can benefit from providing Flow Country Trails, as the consistently high quality of the trail
experience will entice riders to visit. Several international mountain bicycling magazines have already published stories
about Flow Country Trails, and promotion of the program through the combined media channels of Hans Rey and the
International Mountain Bicycling Association will be a significant benefit to participating communities.
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Design Details
For more information about how to design and build
Flow Country Trails, please see the links below for
guidelines, photos, and diagrams.

Appendix A: Trail Characteristics (/flow-country/appendix-

trail-characteristics)

Appendix B: Development Guidelines (/flow-

country/appendix-development-guidelines)

Appendix C: Feature Definitions (/flow-country/appendix-

feature-definitions)

 

 

0  (#)
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Appendix A: Trail Characteristics
A subset of the larger family of rolling contour trails, flow trails share the
following basic characteristics:

Synergy with the landscape: Making the most of what the natural
terrain provides by using the trail to explore the topography and
features present (rocks, trees, waterways). Some describe a trail
with good flow as one that has been revealed, not so much as
constructed.
Opposition to user forces: Flow trails maximize the efficiencies
afforded by using a bicycle, and are designed to counteract forces
that direct a user off the trail. Bermed turns and cambered tread
surfaces, for example, promote traction, safety, sustainability, and
enjoyment.
Conservation of momentum: The ideal trail avoids 'flow killers' such
as sharp turns, incongruent features, and disjointed climbs and
descents. Instead, it utilizes undulations and cambered turns to
reward smooth, deliberate riding and maximize forward motion. A
flow trail encourages a better understanding of the bicyclist/bicycle
interface, allowing riders to reach that unique sensation of floating
through the landscape.
Leading the user forward: A sense of discovery, combined with a
design that maximizes a rider’s forward momentum, helps to draw
the user forward. The trail is never repetitive or predictable, nor is it
'awkward', with variety and innovation combining to create an
intuitive feel.

The Flow Country Trail concept refines this definition by adding additional guidelines:

Frontcountry: Accessible by the widest range of mountain bicycle enthusiasts. May be located in a backcountry setting
as well but within the context of a similarly aerobic & technically accessible loop.
Forgiving: Never extreme, dangerous, or steep; challenge is provided by rewarding progressive skills development and
incorporating features that can always be rolled but may be jumped. While a Flow Country Trail is singletrack, the tread
surface itself should be wider in areas where it is that anticipated less-experienced visitors may need a larger margin for
error. More challenging features may be included if well-marked rollable alternate lines are provided.
Consistent: Preferably a Flow Country Trail is its own segment. When part of a longer trail or system, the entire trail
should generally adhere to Flow Country principles of accessibility and progression.
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Appendix B: Development Guidelines
The following information helps to guide the proper
development of Flow Country Trails. Because many of
the concepts are nuanced or require specific
professional knowledge, it is recommended that
implementation be done in consultation with an
experienced mountain bicycle trailbuilder.

Siting (/flow-country/siting)

Features Requirements (/flow-country/features-requirements)

Trail Grades (/flow-country/trail-grades)

Tread Specifications (/flow-country/tread-specifications)

Sustainability (/flow-country/sustainability)

Risk Management (/flow-country/risk-management)

Maintenance (/flow-country/maintenance)
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Siting
1) Site should support construction using accepted
sustainable trail guidelines; sideslopes should be
between 20% and 60%. Shallower slopes will require
more manipulation and imported materials to
sustainably create the descending grades, undulation,
and necessary feature anchoring desired for Flow
Country. Steeper slopes are discouraged due to the
consequences incurred by users who accidentally
leave the trail tread in these more extreme
environments.

2) Since maintainable tread and durable features both
depend on it, sites with clay-based soils are preferred.

3) The overall trail corridor should incorporate accepted
sustainable trail guidelines; a rolling contour alignment,
overall grades for long sections should be under 10%, and regular insertion of drainage features (*note Flow Country
features/feature-sequences often provide drainage as well).

4) The minimum length of the trail shall be 500 meters in urban environments and a minimum of 1,000 meters in other areas.
There is no maximum length.

5) Naturally occurring obstacles are desired. Rocks and forest canopy/elements are valuable for their anchoring qualities and
as tread/feature materials as well. A feature-based trail such as Flow Country Trail has a better sense of place when it
passes through a landscape with naturally occurring elements.
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Features Requirements
Features Requirements

1) The trail should contain a variety of features as
listed in Appendix C - Feature Definitions (/flow-

country/appendix-feature-definitions) . A feature should be
included a minimum average of approximately one per
every 30 meters of trail length.

2) 100% of the trail, including any mandatory features,
should be negotiable by someone with basic mountain
bicycling skills. All mandatory features must therefore
be rollable, predictable, and stable.

3) The features should be designed and constructed in
such a manner that they are progressive (e.g.
challenge a wide range of skill levels, and encourage
and reward increased skill development).

4) More advanced features can be provided as optional lines as long as they are not in the main flow of the trail.

5) Construction of features out of locally sourced materials is preferred. However, it is acceptable to import materials and/or
to manipulate the topography of the landscape to create Flow Country character.

6) Features should be well-anchored to prevent shortcutting and to preserve the integrity of the trail design and surrounding
landscape.

7) General feature size ranges:

a) Berms: up to 1.0 meter in height.

b) Drops: always rollable, maximum differential of 0.5 meters.

c) Jumps: always rollable, severe kicker takeoffs are discouraged, and takeoffs and landings should be angled at less
than 45 degrees with a maximum height of 1.0 meters.
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Trail Grades
1) The trail must have a net elevation loss. The
minimum elevation loss should be 30 meters. There is
no maximum elevation loss.

2) Uphill sections should not comprise more than 10%
of the trail length.

3) The average trail grade should be between 5% -
10% in the descending direction.

4) The maximum sustained trail grade should not
exceed 20%.
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Tread Specifications
1) The tread width should average between 1.0 – 2.0 meters, but can
vary based upon terrain, exposure, use, features, etc.

2) The trail tread should be generally smooth and consistent.

3) Seasonal variations in tread condition should be minimized through
proper design and construction.

4) The trail tread should be constructed primarily of soil and rock.

5) Other materials are allowed where necessary for sustainability or to
enhance the user experience, but should not comprise more than 10%
of the trail length.
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Sustainability
The trail must be developed in a manner that has
minimal long-term impact to the environment. In
particular, sustainable trail development guidelines
should be used to reduce erosion.
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Risk Management
1) The trail must be developed and maintained in a manner that is
consistent with accepted risk management guidelines. It should not
hazardous and or imperil users.

2) Optional features that are not obviously more difficult should be
marked as such.

3) A defined risk management plan is recommended. This includes, but
is not limited to: regular inspection and maintenance, a sign plan
(including updates when trail changes are made), and an evacuation
plan for injured visitors.
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Maintenance
The trail must be maintained so that it provides a
consistent, high-quality experience at all times.
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Appendix C: Feature Definitions
Flow Country Trail features rest on a foundation of
basic elements and are enhanced with a variety of
more complex features derived from these elements.
All characteristics vary with terrain, sideslope,
anticipated user speed, trail texture, etc.

For more information on the specifications
recommended to design and build Flow Country
features please see the following:

Basic Elements (/flow-country/basic-elements)

Derived Features (/flow-country/derived-structures)

Feature Diagrams (/flow-country/feature-diagrams)
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Jumps
A jump (/flow-country/jumps-0) is an undulation
characterized by a sharp change in the vertical
curvature of the trail with the goal of sending the
majority of riders into the air.

Listed below are details and guidelines for designing
and building different jump features for Flow Country
Trails:

Jump - Tabletop

Jump where the area between the takeoff and landing
is filled with stable material. It is a rollable feature at
slow speeds with a flat center for riders not carrying
enough speed to reach the landing transition. Tabletop
jumps are typically flat, with the takeoff and landings at
similar elevations but varying angles. Dimensions are 0.5 – 1.0 meters in height and 2.0 – 5.0 meters in length.

 

Jump - Camelback

A variation on a tabletop jump where the center section, while rollable, is visibly lowered (as much as 0.45 meters) to
increase the perceived air-height of the rider, making it a safer alternative to the gap jump. Camelback jumps are typically
flat, with the takeoff and landings at similar elevations but varying angles. A pair or more of properly spaced rollers can also
serve as a large camelback jump for a rider with greater skills. Dimensions are 0.5 – 1.0 meters in height and 2.0 – 5.0
meters in length.

 

Jump - Step-Up

Jump where the takeoff is at a lower elevation than the landing, which is ideally located at the apex of the rider’s trajectory.
More often constructed with a kicker style takeoff. Step-up jumps are a great way to playfully scrub speed prior to a flow
change, such as approaching a turn or intersection. Step-up jumps should be built to be rollable and without a pronounced
ledge. The height from lip to landing should be 15 - 50 centimeters.

 

Jump - Hip-Jump

A jump where the slope of the takeoff and landing are at different slope angles. The differing angles allow the rider to change
the direction of travel in mid-air and can be used in place of a turn. This is a feature that requires higher skill to execute
properly but is relatively safe for beginners to try.

 

Jump - Gap

A jump of any type (step-up, flat, step-down) where the center section between the take-off and transition is left open or
excavated. This greatly reduces the volume of material required to construct the jump at the cost of increased
consequences. By definition, the gaps are not rollable; they are therefore not an acceptable feature on a Flow Country Trail.

 

Jump - Step-Down

Jump where the takeoff is at a higher elevation than the landing. Step-downs are a more advanced feature, creating the
sensation of falling. Great care must be taken when designing and constructing step-down jumps to insure the landing is
placed correctly. Poorly designed step-downs result in users overshooting the landing and accelerating uncontrollably. Step-
down jumps are not an acceptable feature on a Flow Country Trail.
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Input from experienced downhill riders is essential to creating
a good downhill trail. Location: A-Line, Whistler, British

Columbia.

Prevent water from flowing down the trail by incorporating
frequent grade reversals. This trail runs straight down the
fall line, channels water, and is deeply eroded.

Fifteen Tips for Building Excellent Downhill Trails
Downhill riding is all about rhythm and flow. As they
descend the trail, downhillers go as fast as possible by
finding the best lines and riding smoothly. Advanced riders
tend to ride faster lines - those that require a higher level of
strength, agility, and reaction.

A downhill trail should be technical, with features and lines
that challenge riders of all abilities. Here are some ideas to
help you create trails that are exhilarating for downhillers.

 

1. Involve Downhillers.

Input from downhill riders is essential to creating a good
downhill trail, and the design and construction of the trail
should be directed, at least in part, by a downhiller. The
ideal rider/consultant has experience building downhill trails
and understands the fundamentals of sustainable trail and
feature construction. This person should also have peer
respect and the ability to ride tough trails confidently and
smoothly. He or she must be able to plan and build a trail
that will be fun and rideable for the full range of intended
users.

2. Determine the Trail Placement.

We define downhill trails as single-use, one-way trails with
technical trail features designed for the sport of downhill
mountain biking. These trails should not be shared with
other users unless those users know and accept that
mountain bikers will be riding the trail at high speeds.
Downhill trails should be separated from trails designed for
other users in order to avoid conflict. Building two downhill
trails-one beginner/intermediate and one expert/pro-will
reduce conflict between riders of different abilities and
speeds and provide each group with a more enjoyable
experience.

3. Incorporate Vertical Drop.

An ideal downhill trail will have a vertical drop of least 1,000
feet. An epic trail will have more than 2,000 feet. The more
vertical drop the better! However, even locations without big
mountains can have great downhill trails if the design is
creative and fun.

4. Plan for Shuttling.

Downhill trails are almost always located on mountains that
have summit access via automobile or ski lift.
Unfortunately, one of the most common problems
associated with downhilling is the social impact of
automobile shuttling on the outside community. The
increased traffic on and parking alongside public roads - not
to mention truckloads of bikers doing laps from dawn to
dusk - may upset locals. This conflict often results in trail
closures; so if you predict shuttling will occur at your trail,
take steps to ensure that it won't anger residents and other
trail users.

There should be convenient, proper parking and turn-around
areas at the top and bottom of your trail. If you are choosing
a location for a new trail, be sure the nearby shuttle route
does not go through a populated or busy area. Downhillers
often drive their own cars to the trailhead and then pile into
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Grade reversals are a critical - and often overlooked -
element of sustainable trail design.

The trail can go straight down the fall line without causing
erosion if it is located on solid rock. Location: Whistler,
British Columbia.

Drop-offs are a key feature to include on downhill trails.

a truck to shuttle their runs. In some cases, a racing team
will use a van with a trailer, making it possible to shuttle up
to 15 riders at a time. Your parking area should be able to
accommodate these large vehicles and trailers.

If a nearby road will be used for shuttling, aim to create only
one entrance and one exit for the entire downhill trail
system. This will help minimize conflict with other road
users by concentrating mountain bikers and their vehicles
at two locations - the top and bottom.

5. Minimize Trail Intersections.

Minimize the number of other trails that crisscross a
downhill trail. Given the speed of downhill riders, it is
important that downhill trails feature elements that slow
riders before they arrive at intersections and meet other
visitors. Just be sure the slowing devices blend with the
trail style and are not too abrupt or potentially dangerous. A
series of two or three insloped turns, also known as berms,
work well to slow riders smoothly and in a fun manner. Each
turn should point the rider slightly back up hill and lead into
a somewhat tighter turn ending at a yield sign. Avoid using
excessively restrictive devices to corral or slow riders, as
these elements can be dangerous and riders may collide
with them. Make sure that sightlines at intersections allow
plenty of time for riders and other visitors to anticipate
these crossings.

6. Include Open and Flowing Sections.

These wider, faster sections allow riders to choose from a
variety of lines, especially through turn entrances and exits.
They also test a rider's ability to keep his or her bike stable
and balanced at high speeds. Some racecourses are as
wide as 50 feet. These sections are often rough and fast
(up to 50 miles per hour). While ski resorts have historically
supported the use of broad corridors for downhill racing,
securing permission to build and maintain them in public
parks and forests is difficult.

7. Include Tight and Technical Sections.

These slower sections challenge a rider's ability to turn
quickly, negotiate obstacles, and float through difficult
terrain. These sections can include drop-offs and other
technical trail features.

8. Design Flow Transitions.

A good downhill trail will alternate between tight and
technical and open and flowing trail, as both styles of trail
test riders' abilities to choose the best line and then ride
that line smoothly. It is important to design smooth
transitions between sections of different flow. Using
insloped turns when approaching tighter sections will slow
riders gradually, reduce skidding, and improve the
transition. Putting a steep section directly after a technical
section will allow riders to accelerate quickly and easily and
to enjoy the entirety of an open and flowing section.

9. Use Grade Reversals.

Keep in mind that the trail shouldn't be downhill the entire
way. As with all trails, frequent grader reversals are
essential to ensure drainage. Design short uphill sections of
about 20 to 100 feet in length every several hundred feet to
allow water to exit the trail and to challenge the riders to
maintain their momentum. You can use jumps and rollers to
create short grade reversals, or you can design a slight,
uphill turn in the trail to make a longer reversal. Longer
uphills should be preceded by a fast section, allowing the
rider to hit the uphill with plenty of momentum.
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Design your trail so that it runs through as much rock as
possible. Location: Tamarack, Idaho

Rock armoring is the best way to ensure the trail will
withstand the abuse of water and riders. Location:
Canmore, Alberta

This armored berm will withstand years of abuse. Location:
CBC Trail, British Columbia.

10. Rock to the Rock.

Design your trail so that it runs through as much rock as
possible. Rock adds great technical challenge, is highly
durable, and usually requires less maintenance than other
natural tread surfaces. Rock is especially useful in building
steeps and drop-offs. Rock also enables you to add trail
features such as wide, off-camber corners, which normally
would erode. See more tips for working with rock.
(/resources/trail_building/tough_trails.html)

11. Build Insloped Turns (Berms).

Insloped turns, usually called berms by mountain bikers,
help riders carry momentum through corners. Berms keep
riders on the trail and, perhaps most importantly, they are
fun to ride. Berms must be placed in the right spot in the
trail corridor and be the correct height, length, and radius.
Berms should naturally draw the rider in and should shoot
the rider back out of the corner at a greater speed. If a berm
doesn't feel right, don't hesitate to change its height, length,
or radius so that it does its job. Berms have the potential to
trap water, so it is essential to utilize grade reversals to
improve drainage before and after the corner.

Berms can be as short as 1 foot and as tall as you want to
go. The faster a rider enters the corner, the taller, longer,
and wider the berm should be. Berms are often built too far
from the turn's apex, which can cause riders to make a
tighter turn in order to cut the corner. Move the entire berm
toward the apex of the turn if this happens, as the fastest
line through a corner should use the berm.

12. Include Jumps.

The first priority when building jumps is to create smooth
flow through the approach, take-off, air, and landing. Each
jump should be clearly visible so riders can choose whether
to bypass the jump or hit it, based on a split-second
decision. Riders must be able to hit jumps at full speed
without being thrown at takeoff or overshooting the landing.
If a takeoff ramp is too steep, a rider's rear wheel will be
bucked when hitting the jump at full speed.

It is important to make gradual transitions between the
approach, the jump face, and the jump lip, and landings
should be long, wide, and gradual to allow for a soft
touchdown. Jumps can be step-ups, step-downs, or level.
Jumps on downhill courses range in length from about 10 to
60 feet, and jump lips can be anywhere from 2 to 10 feet
tall. Inexperienced riders often build dangerous jumps. Take
the time to find a seasoned rider and trailbuilder to help you
construct this type of feature!

13. Include Drop-offs.

Drop-offs are some of the most fun and challenging natural
features on a downhill trail. Like jumps, they must be visible
and clearly marked to allow riders to smoothly pass around
or off the drop - even when approaching at high speed. The
approach should be a little slower than the actual take-off
so that riders don't have to hit their brakes right at the top. The landing area should be wide and sloped downhill, and it
should be carefully located to allow riders to hit the drop at full speed without overshooting the landing zone.

14. Provide Optional Lines.

There should always be an easier, alternate route around a technical feature or jump. On advanced trails, the technical
feature can be located on the main line, with an easier option to the side. On intermediate or beginner routes, technical trail
features should be outside the main trail flow. Optional lines can potentially be in the same corridor as the main trail; for
example, a drop-off could vary in height from one side of the trail to the other. Both lines should be easy to see and should
blend with the trail's flow, as riders will be moving fast.

15. Minimize Man-Made Structures.
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Ladder bridges, teeter-totters, and other freeriding stunts are not recommended on downhill trails. They are freeride features
and do not accommodate high speeds. While a ladder bridge might be used to control erosion on a very steep section of
trail, it should not be challenging in its width, and should be positioned so that faster riders can jump over it. There have
been occasions when racecourse designers placed logs across a trail in order to increase that trail's difficulty level. This is
dangerous and can injure riders.

Don't Forget Maintenance!

Downhill trails are generally steeper than shared-use, recreational trails. Because of this, and because of greater forces and
changes in speeds, downhill trails erode more quickly and require more tread maintenance and drainage structures than
other trails.

The suggestions offered in this and other IMBA trailbuilding articles do not constitute a standard, specification, or
regulation. Trailbuilders and landowners are responsible for the safety of their own trails and facilities. Freeriding
and dirt jumping are high-risk activities that can result in serious injuries. IMBA's goal is to help land managers
and volunteers manage these risks by sharing information.
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Mountaintown Creek Trail ride
November 29, 2009 by jim at 10:03 pm

I wonder if I even like mountain biking. I express this to my friend Chris as we are ascending, on mountain
bikes, something partway between a trail and a fire road in the north Georgia mountains.

It’s true that I like bikes, and I feel better when I am riding them than when I’m not, and riding mountain
bikes is a lot better than being on a trainer or rollers, but there is a certain sense of fun that is missing for me
with mountain bikes.

And yet, I keep riding mine.

We exit the trees onto what is without a doubt a fire road. Ahead the road becomes a big patch of sky,
which typically means that you’re done climbing for a while and there might be a view ahead.

The patch grows. There will be a view.

“This will be good,” I say.

“Yep” Chris agrees.

 It’s good. Despite overcast skies, we can see for many miles across
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valleys and over ridges. It’s real-deal purple mountain majesty, like in the song.

Chris studies his GPS. We’ve climbed 1400 feet of the projected 6000 for the day. I don’t think that can be
right. 6000 feet is a lot.

We start rolling again and there’s a lot of fire road to climb. We speculate on why the state builds these
roads, but aren’t well versed in the matter.

After much slow uphill travel and a few more stops to eat calorie-rich paste from tiny packets, we arrive at
the place where Chris fell off his bike the last time he was here. He broke his collarbone and had to be
driven to a hospital in a car.

I consider how much an injury like that might hurt as we’re descending on the gravel fire roads. My bike
computer reads 25mph. It’s nothing for a road bike, but on loose gravel it can be tricky. I try to keep my
speed low, especially since it is cold on top of this mountain and going fast means more wind and more
feeling cold.

 We climb some more. At around the two hour mark we come to an
overlook. The view is even better than the one before. I’m cold, hungry, down to my last goo packet, and
getting to that point of tiredness where I’m just annoyed.

Amusement is in short supply.

I pull out my phone and read over the twitter updates. Lance Armstrong just went to Yoga. Kate is
drinking. Julie is too.

Chris wants to know what I’m “Twattin’ over there”.

We’re rolling again, and finally make it to the start of the mythical trail we’re here to ride. It’s the whole
reason we climbed all these fire roads to begin with. I’m cold and skeptical, but eff it. This Mountaintown
Creek Trail is supposed to be the shit.

We start down and it really is pretty awesome. It’s wide and fast, and it has ridges made to keep the road
from washing out every few yards. The ridges serve as pretty good jumps. I like jumps. I’m in the air a lot.

We are following a stream down the mountain, and soon begin to crisscross over it again and again. I like
splashing through streams despite the cold.

On the way through one, my front tire sinks deep into some mud and I go over hard into the stream. I crack
my right knee really good on a rock. I’m afraid it will be broken and I’ll have to hop out of the mountains
dragging my bike, but it’s just cut and banged up, thankfully. I press my kneecap from all directions and it
appears to still be attached.
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 Lest it should decide to seize up or hurt more, I give Chris the go
ahead and we’re off. From here, the trail gets progressively less fun to ride, although beautiful.

Soon we pass a waterfall and I stop to take a photo. Chris is some way down the trail, but listening, as it
turns out, to see if he can hear my disc brakes singing and signifying that I am ok and on my bike. I catch
up to him again, and we continue to descend.

There is a lot of skill to riding a mountain bike down a gravel road, and even more required to ride it town a
ridiculously steep mountain trail that is covered in softball-sized rocks… especially when those, in turn, are
obscured by a layer of fallen leaves. The upshot of all this is that you can’t really know for sure where your
bike will be at any given moment, despite the fact that you’re attached to it at the feet. Hitting the brakes
only serves to start a skid, which means even less control for you, the rider.

 The ride refused to end. Soon we are carrying our bikes over fallen
log after fallen log, and slogging through mud and over stream crossings. I am talking a lot about the
cheeseburger I intend to eat when we are finally done.

The pretty girls back in the city are drinking liquor drinks and laughing at the TV and I’m cold and hungry
and bleeding.

During one stream crossing I see a fresh boot print in the mud. This is a good sign. I figure if someone
walked in this far we must be close.

Now Chris has heard a car in the distance.

Sure enough, we are off the trail and onto a last hurrah of climbing fire roads back to the car. I borrow some
first aid items from Chris, tear off some hanging pieces of skin, and clean my cuts up.

Alcohol, while excellent as a component of beer, is a real rude bitch when its in your cuts.

We pack the car and head off to find my cheeseburger and I’m still not sure why I keep riding mountain
bikes.
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Mountain Town Creek
0

Average Rating:     (4.45 of 5) 

No. of Reviews: 11

Just a short ride from the Bear creek campsite is the trailhead for this rocky
single track climb that consists of many creek crossings (don't expect to
stay dry, you wont),one small waterfall and varying grades with the
steepest near the top. This trail can connect to the bear creek loop for a
total ride of approx. 22 miles. This trail is not a loop so if you do Mountain
Town Creek only you will have to turn around at the top and go back down
to get back.

discuss this trail in the Southeast forum >>
post pictures of this trail >>
search for trail pictures >>

Latitude 34.787021126769986

Longitude -84.54717636108398

Trail
Directions

See Bear Creek trail directions on main page. (Mountain Creek only) From the Bear creek campsite,
head down the service road to the paved road leading in and turn right heading back toward town.
Make your next left up the road less than a mile down. You will head up a service road past a house
(cabin) on the left, the service road dead ends at the trailhead. (Mountain Town and Bear creek trial)
This trail can connect to the bear creek loop for a total ride of approx. 22 miles. Starting from the bear
creek loop climb the trail to the top (there is no down hill at this point so if you find yourself going
down you are off track) continue up the service road to the "t" in the road. Turn right there, you will
travel for a few miles along the crest of the mountain on rolling service roads. The connecting point
to the Mountain Town Creek portion would be on the right and is a total down hill to the bottom which
brings you to the paved road leading to the service road for the Bear Creek trailhead and campsite. If
you want to do the Mountain Town Creek trail first simply reverse the directions.

Trail LengthApproximately 10 miles (Mountain Town Creek only).

Trail Level Advanced

Trail Type Singletrack

City/CountyEllijay
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Overall
Rating

 3 of 5

Aerobic
Difficulty

 2 of 5

Technical
Difficulty

 4 of 5

Ridden Trail:
Once a year

Rate this
review?

5 Highest

Summary:
Trail is a complete letdown if you rode it in 2005. This trail is completely different from
what I rode in 2005. I appears that the trailhead was moved towards the west (a mile or
two west of Three Forks trail). Start of trail looks is no longer singletrack and it looks like
a bobcat had been doing recent work. First part of the trail looks as if it was freshly
constructed (meaning that it was very soft and mushy with bobcat tread marks
everywhere). It also looks like there is no longer a trail maintenance, as the were about
20 times where I had to get off the bike to navigate fallen trees. If you include all the
creek crossings, it feels like you are off the bike just as long as you are on it.
Mountaintown still has it's moments but it is nothing like it used to be.

Recommended Route:
From milepost 8 on Ga 52 west of Ellijay, take County road #65 north for 5.4 miles.
Continue onto FS 90 for another 1.7 miles, turn right onto FS 68 and go 2 miles to the
trailhead parking area. 

Other recommended trails in the same area:
Those looking for an exciting downhill should check out the Pinhoti 2 trail.

Would you like to Comment?
Join MTBR for a free account, or Login if you are already a member. 

Review Date
March 5, 2007

Overall
Rating

 4 of 5

Aerobic
Difficulty

 4 of 5

Technical
Difficulty

 4 of 5

Ridden Trail:
Every few
months

Rate this
review?

5 Highest

Reviewed by: UGAbadass ,  Downhiller

Summary:
If you're looking to make an all-mountain ride out of this thing, its long. Most of the loop
is actually fire roads, but the mountain town creek trail IS the jam. The first half of the
trail is probably my favorite ride on the east coast. Its a lot of steep, technical descents
with mad rocks and some fun whoopdeedos. creek crossings are frequent and deep. you
can ride some of them. the second half of the trail flattens out but still offers a beautiful
ride!

Recommended Route:
we ran shuttles last time i was there, but the drive to the top (which is the same as the
ride) takes forever. just drive until Gates Chapel road turns to gravel and make a right on
FS 90, continue until it dead-ends into FS 68; go right. Take this to the top and make a
right at the T intersection (you will pass bear creek trailhead on the way). ride/drive
about 6.5 miles and you'll eventually see the trailhead on your right.

Other recommended trails in the same area:
bear creek is good, not so long, really simple to shuttle if you're riding big bikes.

Would you like to Comment?
Join MTBR for a free account, or Login if you are already a member. 

Review Date
September 15,
2002

Overall
Rating

 5 of 5

Ridden Trail:
Ridden Once 

Rate this
review?

5 Highest

Reviewed by: ClydesdaleDave , from atlanta, ga

Summary:
Wow...despite all the nasty climbing to get there, it was like finding a hidden treasure.
The Mountaintown Creek trail starts with a Pisgah-esque series of waterbar launchpads,
then it gets rocky and enters a very tricky descent...walk it if its wet. Beatiful waterfall,
noisy creek and dark Rhododendrum tunnels. Many big water crossings...some deep, or
tricky and not rideable so plan on (and enjoy) getting wet. Quite a bit of deadfall to pass
under, over or to clear off the trail. One nasty-a$$ climb back up near the lake...but
that's it..so don't worry about conserving your energy. Free Advice
1. Plan on this taking a little longer than expected. The FS climbs are tough (especially
for clydes) and there are lots of spots where you will get off of your bike to pass over
deadfall and unrideable creeks. 2. Don't ride it alone, especially on a rainy day...I held
back on some challenging areas. Plus, this is way too remote to get stranded. 3. While
riding on a rainy day is fun, the technical sections would be easier/rideable on dry rocks
and there were enough soft spots to feel guilty about leaving tracks. 4. 100+ oz
Camelback...especially if its warm and iodine just in case. It was in the low 60s up there
and I almost drained mine...but I'm also a big boy. 5. Ride with someone who has been
riden it before. I was unsure of the route at the bottom and would have liked a heads-up
before some technical sections. 6. Dual Suspension....this is a very rocky trail with lots
of loose baby heads, roots, and stumps. The Mountaintown Creek trail itself gets 5 stars
but the whole Bear Creek loop option gets 4 for too much FS road riding.

Recommended Route:
Start at the Gates Chapel / FS Bear Creek and climb up to FS road to the Bear Creek
trail. Continue a little past the Gennet Poplar. A trail split w/ a sign will show "right" for
Bear Creek Loop or "left" for Bear Creek Trail. I usually go left and would probably
recommend going left but today I went right for a change of scenery...it also adds a little
distance. Continue up the FS road to the overlook...mileage should read something
between 6.5 to 7.2 mile depending on how you went. Enjoy the view, eat a
goo..preferably one with double caffeine because the climb ahead (for heavier riders) is
slow and long up to Potatopatch Mountain summit...about 800 more vert in less than 3
miles. Turn right at the T intersection and be treated to a series of screamin fun, bombs
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down the FS road with some painfull climbs for about 6 miles. Pass Three Forks
trailhead and go another 2 miles or so. The trailhead is on the right and marked as the
"Mountain Town Creek" trail. Simply stay on the trail until it poops you out onto a road.
When you see a 4 way intersection near the lake, go straight (or wind up on some dude's
property). Climb, climb, climb (this is a dirty trick at this point) stay on the road down to
Gates Chapel...you will see your car to the right...clean off in the creek. The Bear Creek
"Loop" option (right at the sign) plus getting turned around at the lake made my
computer read 25 miles...an EPIC!

Other recommended trails in the same area:
The Stanley Gap trail on Aska Rd in Blue Ridge is just outright nasty...just when you
think it will lighten up on you, it slaps you again. Great technical climb training trail.

Would you like to Comment?
Join MTBR for a free account, or Login if you are already a member. 

Review Date
May 21, 2002

Overall
Rating

 5 of 5

Ridden Trail:
Ridden Once 

Rate this
review?

5 Highest

Reviewed by: brian , from Atlanta, GA

Summary:
I took advantage of unseasonally cool weather to do the 22mi loop. the miles went by
very fast with gentle middle-ring hills most of the time, and some great overlooks along
the way. i followed Hellbelly's directions, and was uncertain about which way to go at
times, so i just stayed on the main FS road when in doubt, and it worked out. For
clarification: after the gennet poplar, stay left on bear creek, dont take the loop, at the
gate on bear creek, FS 64 is the road to the left. the descents on the FS road were nice
for breaking up the monotony of the climb, but i got kinda chilly. also, the road had a fair
amount of traffic on it, so i was always worried about coming around a blind corner and
right through a windshield. luckly, the only traffic i encountered while going down was a
Jeep going the same way, and passing it was quite satisfying. after a short eternity, i
got to the mountain town trail head. I dropped the seat all the way down, softened up the
rear shock for a plush ride, finished my granola bar, and set out down the singletrack.
the waterbars provided some decent air with little effort but I was alone, so i didnt want
to go too big. the waterbars ended right about the same time that i was starting to think
that they would populate the entire descent. after that, the trail flattens out, and i was
eventually forced to raise the saddle to pedal better. I was able to ride all but 2 or 3
water crossings, but i was rarely the right gear for climbing the other side of the creek.
the rock gardens were a small challenge, but with my 5" of rear travel, picking a line
means leaning back and avoiding only the biggest rocks. the descent ends all too
quickly, and then it's back out on the fs road, and to the car.

Recommended Route:
bear creek to FS 64 to mouintain town.

Would you like to Comment?
Join MTBR for a free account, or Login if you are already a member. 

Review Date
March 20,
2001

Overall
Rating

 5 of 5

Ridden Trail:
Ridden Once 

Rate this
review?

5 Highest

Reviewed by: ScubaCruz , from Canton, GA

Summary:
Doing this loop, I think I've moved from beginner to intermediate! Up Bear Creek is fun
and tough. A few water crossing that are ridable. It gets tougher when reach the forest
road. Take the up route, as the down goes back to Bear Creek camp ground. Again, at
the main forest road, go up (right) to the overlook; rocks on the left at the curve! The last
mountain to the right on the range immediately in front is Fort Mountain State Park. It
has the steep face! From teh overlook the next 2 miles or less are steep, steep and
steep. Anyone know the elevation change on the entire loop? When the road ends at a
T, you're at Potato Patch. Rest if you need to, because you have 3 or so more big hills
to climb. Go right at the T. When you get to the Mountain Town overlook, you still have
another mile or so, up and down, up and down, before you get to the trailhead. NOTE:
TAKE THE FIRST MILE TO THE HARD LEFT SWITCHBACK WITH EXTREME
CAUTION. I DIDN'T AND CUT A NICE HALF LOOP FORWARD OFF ONE OF THE BIG
WATERBARS! Next time, slower! After the switchback it goes to singletrack. Now the
rocky, loose, steep downhill run! Lots of trees to hop, waterbars to hop, rocks to hop! 4
or 5 of the 13 or more creek crossing were up above the knees and unrideable. Hold on
to your carbon fiber if you try... the creek will float it way if you let it! We were there 3
days after a good rain, so it was more than usual. The 6 miles or so down goes on and
on, almost forever. Riding this loop at least once a year will refresh the trill of remote,
near extreme, steep mountain biking! **Be safe an tell someone you are riding and when
you will be back! The sooner they come looking for you, the sooner they will find you!
The guys at Cartercay Bike Shop in downtown Ellijay are you best bet for sending help!
Better yet, ride with a partner or two! Luckily, I only got road rashed and brusied down
my backside and one broken spoke from my half loop flop. I think the Santa Cruz
Superlight needs a little for dialing in before I try that one again!

Recommended Route:
Park at the bottom off Gates Chapel Road. Go up Bear Creek's single track all the way

racheldoughty
Highlight

racheldoughty
Highlight

racheldoughty
Highlight
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to the overlook. Continue up the road to the "T" at Potato Patch. Go right. Stay one the
forest road till you reach Mountain Town Creek trailhead / sign. Then it's all the way
down to Gates Chapel Road and right to your vehicle.

Other recommended trails in the same area:
Ellijay area is pack with great trails... I've just begun to branch out! Too many to name...
for now, this loop is king!

Would you like to Comment?
Join MTBR for a free account, or Login if you are already a member. 
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